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ADVERTISEMENT

An unforgettable meal

BEGIN YOUR STORY with Crystal Cruises’ award-winning service,
unparalleled choices, extraordinary luxury, plus the convenience of new
All-Inclusive voyages. To learn more about all of our exciting itineraries, and
to book your voyage, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
• Book by October 31, 2012, for best available Book Now fares
• All Inclusive: complimentary gratuities, ﬁne wines, premium spirits,
specialty dining from chefs like Nobu Matsuhisa and so much more
• Most voyages start or end with an overnight in port
• New optional air add-ons available

ADVERTISEMENT

C RUISE TH E M E D I T E R R A N E AN AND SAVE UP TO
$2,400 W I TH B O O K N OW FAR ES.
We invite you to discover some of the most fabled destinations on Earth with some of
the best fares in history. Save up to $2,400 per couple with limited-time Book Now Fares
and begin a new story with the All-Inclusive Experience of the World’s Best. But don’t
wait. To enjoy award-winning luxury and exceptional value, book your Crystal cruise with
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Canary Islands & Med.

Lisbon to Barcelona

Crystal Serenity

$9,990

$3,995

3308
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Apr 21

Mediterranean

Barcelona to Venice

Crystal Serenity

$11,130

$4,365

3309

7

May 2

Mediterranean

Venice to Athens

Crystal Serenity

$6,870

$2,535

3310

9

May 9

Mediterranean

Athens to Istanbul

Crystal Serenity

$9,040

$3,320

3311

12

May 18

Mediterranean

Istanbul to Barcelona

Crystal Serenity

$11,380

$4,690

3312

9

May 30

Mediterranean & W. Europe

Barcelona to London

Crystal Serenity

$10,680

$4,340

3313

7

Jun 8

Northern Europe

London to Copenhagen

Crystal Serenity

$7,770

$3,185

3314

10

Jun 15

Baltic Sea & Russia

Copenhagen to Stockholm

Crystal Serenity

$12,160

$5,080

3315

10

Jun 25

Baltic Sea & Russia

Stockholm to Copenhagen

Crystal Serenity

$12,700

$5,350
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Virtuoso today.

Book Now Cruise-Only Fares are per person in U.S. dollars, double occupancy, for category C3 on Crystal Serenity, include all promotional savings, apply to new bookings only made between 9/1/2012 and 10/31/2012 and do not
include port, security and handling charges of $255-$460. All offers may not be combinable with other promotions, apply to first two full-fare guests in stateroom or suite, are capacity-controlled, subject to availability and
may be withdrawn or changed at any time without notice. Optional air add-ons are available from designated Crystal Cruises gateway cities in the U.S. and Canada and include all government taxes and fees. Individual Virtuoso
Voyager Club amenities are available on all sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact
your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more details. Guests must be booked into the Virtuoso Voyager Club Group to be eligible for Voyager Club amenities. All fares, itineraries, programs, policies and shore excursions are subject to
change. Restrictions apply. See crystalcruises.com for complete terms and conditions of all offers. ©2012 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ registry: The Bahamas
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PAC K F O R YO U R
BLUE SEA

A DV E N T U R E .
W E ’ L L P R E PA R E

T H E R E D C A R P E T.

Our cruise took us to the

best of Europe: from romantic

and picturesque vineyards to

sipping the most wonderful

espressos in /talian cafés.

Book with your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities on all sailings, including:
• Competitive cruise fares
• Personable onboard host
• Onboard welcome reception

• Full-day shore event or shipboard credit
• Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for customized options

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the
World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.

B E G I N A N E W S T O RY ™

tastic locations

tastic spas

tastic suites

tastic restaurants

The world’s most luxurious hotel group in the world’s most exciting destinations.
For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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enjoy…
IT’S ALL INCLUDED.

Elegant Ships With All Ocean-View
Suites, Private Balconies and
No More Than 700 Guests

Enjoy the most inclusive luxury cruise experience ever. This is cruising as it was meant to be — a world where

x

2-for-1 Fares PLUS Additional Bonus
Savings of up to $4,300
Per Suite

x

FREE Roundtrip Air*

x

FREE Unlimited Shore Excursions

x

FREE Luxury Hotel Package

x

FREE Pre-Paid Gratuities

x

FREE Ground Transfers

x

FREE Unlimited Beverages Including
Fine Wines and Premium Spirits

x

FREE Open Bars and Lounges
PLUS In-Suite Mini-Bar
Replenished Daily

x

FREE 24-Hour Room Service and
NO Charge for Specialty Restaurants

everything is included, without exception and without compromise. Aboard our six-star mid-sized fleet,
expect gratifying luxuries. Anticipate the world’s most exotic destinations. Indulge in world-class cuisine.
Enjoy … it’s all included.

HONG KONG TO BEIJING | FEBRUARY 27, 2013 | 17 NIGHTS | Seven Seas Voyager
2-For-1 Fares from $12,949 per person including $2,150 Bonus Savings
BEIJING TO BANGKOK | MARCH 16, 2013 | 16 NIGHTS | Seven Seas Voyager
2-For-1 Fares from $12,349 per person including $2,150 Bonus Savings

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
Featured Voyages Include: Voyager Club Host, Private Cocktail Reception and Exclusive Shore Event
Limited time offers. At the time of your purchase, fares may be higher, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor. Fares listed are in U.S. dollars, based on double occupancy. All fares and
offers listed are per person. All fares and offers are for new bookings only, are capacity controlled and subject to availability, may not be combined with other offers and may be withdrawn at
any time without prior notice. 2-for-1 Fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares; fares may not include Personal Charges, Optional Facilities and Services Fees as defined in the Terms and
Conditions of the Guest Ticket Contract. *Air Inclusive Program applies to economy, roundtrip flights only from select U.S. & Canadian gateways: ATL, BOS, CLT, DFW, DEN, EWR, FLL, HNL, IAD,
IAH, JFK, LAX, LGA, MCO, MIA, MSP, ORD, PBI, PHL, PHX, SAN, SAV, SEA, SFO, TPA, YUL, YVR, YYC and YYZ. Advertised fare includes all air surcharges, airline fees and government taxes. Some
airline-imposed personal charges, including but not limited to baggage, priority boarding, and special seating, may apply. For details visit exploreflightfees.com. Air routing, scheduling and air
carrier are at the discretion of Regent Seven Seas Cruises. Business Class Air applies to international flights from the select U.S. & Canadian gateways mentioned above and may not apply to U.S.
domestic or intra-continental flights within North America, Europe, South America, Asia or Africa. Flights beginning or ending in HNL require a supplement. Air Inclusive Program and Air Upgrade
Offers are not combinable with 3rd and/or 4th guests in a suite. Regent Seven Seas Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares or promotional offers
at any time. Complete terms and conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract at www.RSSC.com. Ships’ Registry: Bahamas ©2012 Regent Seven Seas Cruises.
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Qantas International
Premium Economy
is on sale now for selected
flights between the
United States and Australia.
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Congratulations to him and the five other
winners who took home $1,000 each.
I hope you enjoy this special issue and
that it will inspire you to follow your own
travel dreams.

IN RELATED NEWS

EDITORIAL
DIRECTOR
When you travel, you help
the economy
–
esrnka@virtuoso.com
and at the recent G-20 summit in Los Cabos,
Mexico, world leaders officially heralded the
importance of tourism with this statement:
“We recognize the role of travel and tourism
as a vehicle for job creation, economic growth,
and development, and, while recognizing the
sovereign right of States to control the entry of
foreign nationals, we will work toward developing travel facilitation initiatives in support of
Virtuoso
Life has
gone
mobile!
Readreduction,
the latest
job creation,
quality
work,
poverty
issue wherever you are by downloading our new
and
global
growth.”
applications for the iPad and iPhone. To access
So go
book that next big trip or
them,
go ahead,
to www.virtuoso.com/VLapps.
three. It’s a win-win for you – and the world.

TAG IT The tag here (and elsewhere in this issue) accesses dynamic content via

Web-enabled smartphones. To experience it, download Microsoft’s free Tag Reader on
your phone at www.gettag.mobi; launch the application; then scan the tag.
This tag brings to life suborbital space travel, one of your top ten trips of a lifetime.
Click to launch a video
about
virtuoso
Travel
Week,itinerary
the largest
luxury
travel show in the world.
Read
more
about this
ultimate
on page
40.

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for arrangements.
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the suite life...
IT’S ALL INCLUDED.

Elegant Ships With All Ocean-View
Suites, Most with Private Balconies
and No More Than 700 Guests

x

2-for-1 Fares PLUS Additional
Bonus Savings of up to $2,600
Per Suite

The suite life... it’s all included

x

FREE Roundtrip Air*

EASTERN CARIBBEAN ROUNDTRIP MIAMI | JANUARY 27, 2013 | 10 NIGHTS | Seven Seas Navigator
2-For-1 Fares from $5,099 per person including $1,300 Bonus Savings

x

FREE Unlimited Shore Excursions

x

FREE Luxury Hotel Package

x

FREE Pre-Paid Gratuities

x

FREE Ground Transfers

x

FREE Unlimited Beverages
Including Fine Wines and
Premium Spirits

x

FREE Open Bars and Lounges
PLUS In-Suite Mini-Bar
Replenished Daily

x

FREE 24-Hour Room Service and
NO Charge for Specialty
Restaurants

Your suite is a wonderful place to refresh, relax and plan your next adventure ashore.
All of our accommodations are ocean-view most with private balconies. Within these serene havens
of repose, you feel immensely at home, as every imaginable amenity has been included.

WESTERN CARIBBEAN ROUNDTRIP MIAMI | FEBRUARY 16, 2013 | 10 NIGHTS | Seven Seas Navigator
2-For-1 Fares from $5,099 per person including $1,300 Bonus Savingss

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
Featured Voyages Include: Voyager Club Host, Private Cocktail Reception and Exclusive Shore Event
Limited time offers. At the time of your purchase, fares may be higher, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor. Fares listed are in U.S. dollars, based on double occupancy. All fares and
offers listed are per person. All fares and offers are for new bookings only, are capacity controlled and subject to availability, may not be combined with other offers and may be withdrawn at
any time without prior notice. 2-for-1 Fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares; fares may not include Personal Charges, Optional Facilities and Services Fees as defined in the Terms
and Conditions of the Guest Ticket Contract. *Air Inclusive Program applies to economy, roundtrip flights only from select U.S. & Canadian gateways: ATL, BOS, CLT, DFW, DEN, EWR, FLL, HNL,
IAD, IAH, JFK, LAX, LGA, MCO, MIA, MSP, ORD, PBI, PHL, PHX, SAN, SAV, SEA, SFO, TPA, YUL, YVR, YYC and YYZ. Advertised fare includes all air surcharges, airline fees and government taxes.
Some airline-imposed personal charges, including but not limited to baggage, priority boarding, and special seating, may apply. For details visit exploreflightfees.com. Air routing, scheduling
and air carrier are at the discretion of Regent Seven Seas Cruises. Business Class Air applies to international flights from the select U.S. & Canadian gateways mentioned above and may not
apply to U.S. domestic or intra-continental flights within North America, Europe, South America, Asia or Africa. Flights beginning or ending in HNL require a supplement. Air Inclusive Program
and Air Upgrade Offers are not combinable with 3rd and/or 4th guests in a suite. FREE Luxury Hotel Package applies for guests 1 and 2 only. Regent Seven Seas Cruises reserves the right to
correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares or promotional offers at any time. Complete terms and conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract at www.RSSC.com. Ships’
Registry: Bahamas ©2012 Regent Seven Seas Cruises.
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savor…
IT’S ALL INCLUDED.

Elegant Ships With All Ocean-View
Suites, Private Balconies and
No More Than 700 Guests

Savor extravagant gourmet cuisine prepared by our celebrated chefs, paired

x

2-for-1 Fares PLUS Additional
Bonus Savings of up to $5,000
Per Suite

x

FREE Roundtrip Air*

x

FREE Unlimited Shore Excursions

x

FREE Luxury Hotel Package

x

FREE Pre-Paid Gratuities

x

FREE Ground Transfers

x

FREE Unlimited Beverages
Including Fine Wines and
Premium Spirits

x

FREE Open Bars and Lounges
PLUS In-Suite Mini-Bar
Replenished Daily

x

FREE 24-Hour Room Service and
NO Charge for Specialty
Restaurants

with exceptional complimentary wines and spirits and presented with impeccable
service. Dine in elegant surroundings whenever, wherever and with whomever
you choose in our open-seating restaurants.
Savor … it’s all included.

LIMA TO BUENOS AIRES | JANUARY 21, 2013 | 24 NIGHTS | Seven Seas Mariner
2-For-1 Fares from $15,499 per person including $2,500 Bonus Savings
RIO DE JANEIRO TO MIAMI | FEBRUARY 26, 2013 | 22 NIGHTS | Seven Seas Mariner
2-For-1 Fares from $13,099 per person including $2,500 Bonus Savingss

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
Featured Voyages Include: Voyager Club Host, Private Cocktail Reception and Exclusive Shore Event
Limited time offers. At the time of your purchase, fares may be higher, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor. Fares listed are in U.S. dollars, based on double occupancy. All fares and
offers listed are per person. All fares and offers are for new bookings only, are capacity controlled and subject to availability, may not be combined with other offers and may be withdrawn at
any time without prior notice. 2-for-1 Fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares; fares may not include Personal Charges, Optional Facilities and Services Fees as defined in the Terms and
Conditions of the Guest Ticket Contract. *Air Inclusive Program applies to economy, roundtrip flights only from select U.S. & Canadian gateways: ATL, BOS, CLT, DFW, DEN, EWR, FLL, HNL, IAD,
IAH, JFK, LAX, LGA, MCO, MIA, MSP, ORD, PBI, PHL, PHX, SAN, SAV, SEA, SFO, TPA, YUL, YVR, YYC and YYZ. Advertised fare includes all air surcharges, airline fees and government taxes. Some
airline-imposed personal charges, including but not limited to baggage, priority boarding, and special seating, may apply. For details visit exploreflightfees.com. Air routing, scheduling and air
carrier are at the discretion of Regent Seven Seas Cruises. Business Class Air applies to international flights from the select U.S. & Canadian gateways mentioned above and may not apply to U.S.
domestic or intra-continental flights within North America, Europe, South America, Asia or Africa. Flights beginning or ending in HNL require a supplement. Air Inclusive Program and Air Upgrade
Offers are not combinable with 3rd and/or 4th guests in a suite. Regent Seven Seas Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares or promotional offers
at any time. Complete terms and conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract at www.RSSC.com. Ships’ Registry: Bahamas ©2012 Regent Seven Seas Cruises.

CONTRIBUTORS

KEN KOCHEY lives in the heart of New York City with his wife and
two children and has traveled the globe photographing everything from
cannibalistic tribes to luxury resorts. “What really caught my attention on
this assignment [“The Great Space Coaster,” page 108] was the eclectic
group,” he says. “They ranged from two aspiring astronauts to a Canadian who won the course in a hockey shootout competition.” Kochey’s
work appears in Condé Nast Traveler, Esquire, and National Geographic
Traveler. FAvORITE SOuvENIR: “From Havana, an elaborate handmade
toy camera made out of a beer can. I bought four.”

PA R I S

AD XXXXX
HOTEL ESPRIT SAINT GERMAIN
PA R I S, L E F T B A N K

If BLEED, make it fit and center in
the DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed
with bleed on all sides for balance
when imported.
If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

“Traveling in France and
Italy, you find that people
have a greater appreciation
for the art of fashion,” says
writer ALI BASYE (“Hotel
Couture,” page 82). “I like the
idea of experiencing designers’ keen sense of balance
and beauty through hotels.”
When not on the road, the
Seattle-based freelancer and
author of The Long and Short
of It: The Madcap History
of the Skirt can frequently
be heard interviewed about
fashion on TV and radio.
FAvORITE SOuvENIR: “A
batik painting I picked up
in Prague during my first
backpacking trip around
Europe.”

“Soho has such great energy,” says photographer
RAYMOND PATRICK (“Soho Navigated,” page 94) of the
NYC neighborhood he proudly calls home. “It’s the quintessential downtown neighborhood, with a feel and mystery
about it and the old industrial
warehouses that you don’t find
elsewhere in Manhattan.”
Patrick has shot in more than
30 countries for publications
including Travel + Leisure, Condé
Nast Traveller (UK), and German
GQ. FAvORITE SOuvENIR: “My
Carminas – dazzling handmade shoes that I discovered
on my third trip to Mallorca. I
have four pairs, and every time
I wear them I get compliments.”
A movie buff who often spends her weekends watching black-and-white films, Versailles-based writer LAURA
SLAVIK FORTIN (“The Best of the Best,” page 114) was
thrilled to learn The Beverly Hills Hotel had been named a historical monument. “It’s where Marilyn Monroe overslept and
Faye Dunaway learned to swim,”
she says. “The listing ensures that
everything down to the bananaleaf wallpaper is preserved.” Slavik
Fortin has written for Outside and
co-edited Bloom Where You’re
Planted: An Expat’s Guide to Living in France. FAvORITE SOuvENIR:
“A silk comforter from Yokohama, Japan. It reminds me of
the afternoon I spent with the
woman who made it and her son.”

Tijuana-born LUIS GARCÍA splits his time between the U.S. and
Mexico working for the likes of the New York Times and Travesías. For
this issue, he spent three days photographing colonial San Miguel
de Allende (“Southern Exposure,” page 134). “Walking the cobbled
streets, sampling the great cafés, and listening to a mariachi band
play in the main plaza under the stars reminded me why it’s such a
great town in which to experience Mexican hospitality,” he says.
FAvORITE SOuvENIR: “A 12-pound solid Murano glass cat sculpture
I brought home for my mom.”

FEEL AT HOME ON PARIS LEFT BANK
FOR RESERvATIONS, PLEASE cALL yOuR
vIRTuOSO TRAvEL AdvISOR
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V I RT U O S O L I F E

explore…
IT’S ALL INCLUDED.

Elegant Ships With All Ocean-View
Suites, Most with Private Balconies
and No More Than 700 Guests

Explore intriguing new ports in the world’s most longed for destinations with FREE Unlimited
Shore Excursions. Enjoy as many excursions in a day and during your voyage as time

x

2-for-1 Fares PLUS Additional
Bonus Savings of up to $4,000
Per Suite

x

FREE Roundtrip Air*

x

FREE Business Class Air
in Penthouse Suites and Higher

x

FREE Unlimited Shore Excursions

x

FREE Luxury Hotel Package

x

FREE Pre-Paid Gratuities

x

FREE Ground Transfers

x

FREE Unlimited Beverages
Including Fine Wines and
Premium Spirits

x

FREE Open Bars and Lounges
PLUS In-Suite Mini-Bar
Replenished Daily

and your penchant for adventure allows. The possibilities for discovery are extraordinary.
Explore … it’s all included.

BARCELONA TO VENICE | APRIL 4, 2013 | 10 NIGHTS | Seven Seas Mariner
2-for-1 Fares from $5,499 per person including $2,000 Bonus Savings
ISTANBUL TO BARCELONA | APRIL 24, 2013 | 10 NIGHTS | Seven Seas Mariner
2-for-1 Fares from $5,799 per person including $2,000 Bonus Savings

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
Featured Voyages Include: Voyager Club Host, Private Cocktail Reception and Exclusive Shore Event
Limited time offers. At the time of your purchase, fares may be higher, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor. Fares listed are in U.S. dollars, based on double occupancy. All fares and
offers listed are per person. All fares and offers are for new bookings only, are capacity controlled and subject to availability, may not be combined with other offers and may be withdrawn at
any time without prior notice. 2-for-1 Fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares; fares may not include Personal Charges, Optional Facilities and Services Fees as defined in the Terms and
Conditions of the Guest Ticket Contract. *Air Inclusive Program applies to economy, roundtrip flights only from select U.S. & Canadian gateways: ATL, BOS, CLT, DFW, DEN, EWR, FLL, HNL, IAD,
IAH, JFK, LAX, LGA, MCO, MIA, MSP, ORD, PBI, PHL, PHX, SAN, SAV, SEA, SFO, TPA, YUL, YVR, YYC and YYZ. Advertised fare includes all air surcharges, airline fees and government taxes. Some
airline-imposed personal charges, including but not limited to baggage, priority boarding, and special seating, may apply. For details visit exploreflightfees.com. Air routing, scheduling and air
carrier are at the discretion of Regent Seven Seas Cruises. Business Class Air applies to international flights from the select U.S. & Canadian gateways mentioned above and may not apply to U.S.
domestic or intra-continental flights within North America, Europe, South America, Asia or Africa. Flights beginning or ending in HNL require a supplement. Air Inclusive Program and Air Upgrade
Offers are not combinable with 3rd and/or 4th guests in a suite. Regent Seven Seas Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares or promotional offers
at any time. Complete terms and conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract at www.RSSC.com. Ships’ Registry: Bahamas ©2012 Regent Seven Seas Cruises.

P R O M OT I O N

Virtuoso People & Places
®

Networking with clients and industry leaders. Celebrating remarkable achievements. Exploring the globe
by air, land, and sea. Virtuoso travel advisors are always on the go, developing the relationships,
connections, and firsthand knowledge that help orchestrate your travel dreams.

Great Outdoors. Sharon Fake of Travel Experts and Jeremy
McClellan with The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company at the 2012 RitzCarlton Inner Circle Round Table in Portugal.

Pro Picture. Priscilla Alexander (third from left) of Protravel International with clients and
colleagues at her agency’s event at The Pierre in New York.

Top Honors. Amber Tours accepts a National Tourism Award from Indian dignitaries
in New Delhi.

Exploring Mexico. Virtuoso advisors visit the archaeological site of
Teotihuacan as part of a study tour through central Mexico, hosted by Mexico
Tourism in collaboration with Virtuoso.

Beautiful Spain. Shari Kalt (left, holding sign) of Bee Kalt Travel Service hosted a Virtuoso
Voyager Club group in Girona, Spain, during a cruise aboard the Seabourn Sojourn.

VIPs. Michael Holtz (center) of The Smart Flyer with George Cohen and Monica
Chandra of Saxon Boutique Hotel, Villas and Spa at The Chatwal in New York.

Award Winner. Virtuoso recently won a 2012 Ubuntu Award from South
African Tourism for its outstanding achievement in destination promotion.
(L to R) Thulani Nzima, CEO, South African Tourism; H.E. Ebrahim Rasool,
South African ambassador to the U.S.; Alex Trebek, master of ceremonies;
Mauricio Leyton, Virtuoso; Marthinus Van Schalkwyk, minister of tourism,
South Africa; Sthu Zungu, president of South African Tourism, North America.

Virtuoso Voyagers. Vicki Gelfund (center, with sign) of Palm Travel Agency with fellow
Virtuoso Voyager Club passengers in Corfu while on a Regent Seven Seas Cruises voyage.

➥ Click here to

learn a few reasons
why it’s smart to
work with a Virtuoso
travel advisor.

Idyllic Indonesia. David Lowy, Renshaw Travel; Barkley Hickox, Indagare; David
Hansen, Virtuoso; Carolyn Turnbull, Aman Resorts; Terrie Hansen, Virtuoso; and
Chrissie Lincoln, Aman, off the coast of Bali at Amanwana on Moyo Island.

Siesta Celebration. (L to R) Dwight Curtiss, Virtuoso; Hope
Yonge, Post Haste Travel Service; Char Rodenfell, Travel
Experts; Eduardo Seijo, Orbitur Travel Service; Jayne
Sharpe, Travel Experts; Charles Wolfe, Hurley Travel Experts;
and Carol Mawhinney, Valerie Wilson Travel, enjoy a casual
Mexican lunch on the Yucatan Peninsula.

The Classic Difference:

Delivering Unparalleled Luxury and Unsurpassed Service

Australia

|

Canada

|

Caribbean

|

Costa

Rica

|

Europe

We know that there is no such thing as a one-size-fits-all vacation. We will work
with your travel advisor to create a vacation custom-tailored just for you. Our special
relationships in the destinations we serve allow us to offer you a host of unique benefits,
exceptional privileges and preferential treatment throughout your entire vacation.

C L A S S I C V A C AT I O N S
For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor
|

Fiji

|

Hawaii

|

Mexico

|

New

Zealand

|

Tahiti

H OT E L | R E S TAU R A N T S & BAR S | S H O P S | H E A LT H & B E AU T Y | M E E T I N G S & E V E N T S | W E D D I N G S

Top Ship Suites

40 | Castello di casole 46 | Georgetown, D.C. 48 | the new black (drinks) 56 | them apples 60

PASSPORT
dESTINATIONS, TRENDS, CULTURE, AND STYLE

The Blowout Look
Seattle’s new Chihuly Garden and Glass exhibit at the foot of the city’s iconic Space
Needle holds the world’s largest display of glass artist Dale Chihuly’s sculptures.
The career-spanning collection features whimsical galleries and a fabulous outdoor
garden of textural flower beds and cypress, dogwood, and maple trees, from which
alien-looking Technicolor “plants” sprout. The light-filled Glasshouse (inspired by Paris’
Sainte-Chapelle and London’s Crystal Palace) provides the showstopper: a 100-footlong red, persimmon, and amber piece that invites you to lie down beneath it and snap
color-charged photos of swirling glass, Space Needle, and sky. Afterward, don’t miss
Collections Café, where you’ll find spruce plank walls, a Northwest-inspired menu, and
cool stuff Chihuly has collected since he was a kid – everything from vintage radios to
carnival chalkware. www.chihulygardenandglass.com.

Seattle Center’s Chihuly
Garden and Glass.
Passport is reported by: Costas christ, Michael Frank, Elaine Glusac,
Fran Golden, Lee Marshall, Kim Brown Seely, Lisa wogan, and Elizabeth Woodson

S E P T E M B E R | O CTO B E R 2 0 1 2
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Go like a pro

Virgin Galactic News

Just Back From: Farnborough International Airshow
Virtuoso CEO Matthew Upchurch and his wife,
Jessica, recently traveled to London to attend one
of the largest air shows in the world. A full-scale
model of Virgin Galactic’s spaceship took center
stage, and 200-plus future astronauts and invited
guests enjoyed VIP access as part of this premier
client perk. Here’s his report.
Describe the event.
“Virgin Galactic had a cool enclosure right in the
middle of the show. To the right was Qatar Airways’
787 Dreamliner; to the left was Malaysia Airlines’
Airbus A380. In front of us were all sorts of military
aircraft. There were admirals and generals and
airline executives and corporate buyers, and all those
visitors were taking pictures of us, Richard Branson,
and the spacecraft.
“Virgin Galactic guests had full credentials
to walk around the show. Richard and his family
arrived by helicopter just in time for a press conference – which we got to attend – on SpaceShipTwo’s
powered test flights and the unveiling of their
satellite launch business. Afterward, we had a
private lunch.”

What’s your takeaway?
“I’m more excited now than ever. I’m going to have this
experience, but to think about the effect it will have on
my children, my friends, my profession … what is the
ripple effect of putting citizen astronauts into space?”
What’s next on your Virgin Galactic calendar?
“The Accredited Space Agent Forum in October at
Spaceport America. We’ll meet with the senior operations team to learn about the latest developments.”
What do you tell your friends?
“Book now! I feel so fortunate that I booked five years
ago because I’ve gotten to attend these milestone
events, meet other astronauts and Virgin Galactic’s
amazing people, and be a part of history.”

Zsofia Hellinger:
New spa manager at Budapest’s
179-room Four Seasons Hotel
Gresham Palace.
Buda or Pest?

“Definitely Pest. Buda is calming and
beautiful, but Pest is the center of cool
with restaurants, coffeehouses, galleries, and bars everywhere.”

Fun Fact:

To date, 528 people have traveled to space.
At the show, Virgin Galactic announced that
it had booked its 529th client.

➥ Learn about Virgin Galactic’s satellite launch business.

Favorite bathhouse:

“Gorgeous Széchenyi bath – the outdoor pool is magical when it’s snowing.”
Survival kit:

“Bathing suit, towel, flip-flops, and
a good book.”
Skin-care must-have:

From left: Richard Branson (middle) with
Matthew and Jessica Upchurch, and the
SpaceShipTwo model.

“I always pack Omorovicza’s Complexion Perfector ($125; www.bergdorf
goodman.com). It’s the industry’s
Swiss Army knife: an antiaging cream,
sunscreen, concealer, and foundation.”

Your Shot

Alex White, age 14
Place: Cruising Antarctica
Date: December 25, 2010
Forecast: Chilly, with a chance of shrieks
Need to know: “We vowed to swim in each of
the 31 countries we visited during our year-long
trip, so we couldn’t say no.”
Send your best travel shots to VLeditors@virtuoso.com
for a chance to be featured in Virtuoso Life.
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Simply ridiculous:

“Fish pedicures! Since when did tiny
flesh-eating fish become nail techs?”
Doubles from $385, including breakfast
daily and a $100 dining credit.

(Széchenyi baths) eran yardeni/Alamy

“The Plunge”

Live the M life at this MGM Resorts International® Destination

Let the awe of ARIA seduce you and your clients with a AAA Five Diamond
experience. From technologically advanced rooms and suites to dining from award-winning
chefs, ARIA delivers an entirely new kind of luxury.
For more information, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

PASSPORT
The STYLISH TRAVELER

Pocket Protector
Slip digital travel docs, passport scans, and medical info securely in your pocket with Victorinox’s 4- to 64-gigabyte Flash Collection jump drives. The sleek Slim (left) features
password protection, while models such as the all-business Presentation Master add
biometric fingerprint security, a laser pointer, Bluetooth for PowerPoint presentations, and
more. From $19; www.amazon.com.

Riviera Raves

Light on Your Feet
Travel shoes should be
comfortable, as well as stylish. The new women’s line
from Portugal’s Arcopédico
touts sustainability too. Tieon knit options mimic socks
affixed to shock-absorbing
soles, while lightweight cork
models come in ballet flats
(below) and Mary Janes.
$59 to $179; www.zappos.com.

An elite clutch of French brands has launched limited-edition
accessories inspired by the stylish Hôtel Byblos SaintTropez . The 91-room trendsetter offers Montblanc
fountain pens and inkwells ($13,750); a men’s travel case
by Pinel & Pinel featuring compartments for cigars, toiletries, and iPhone speakers ($11,875); and a JaegerLeCoultre platinum watch (right, $112,490). Cristal
brings Champagne to the party in the form of a gold
jeroboam (below, $23,125). Doubles from $515, including breakfast daily and a bottle of Champagne.

Armella Stepan learned a thing or two
about a good night’s sleep from managing Santa Monica’s 198-room Shutters
on the Beach. Her Intentions Linens for
homes appeal to the subconscious with
calming words such as relax, breathe,
and soothe woven into 300-thread-count
sheets, pillowcases, and duvet covers.
Sheets from $160 and duvet covers from
$350; www.neimanmarcus.com.
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(JUMP DRIVE) IRIDIO SEATTLE

Pillow Talk

PASSPORT
OUt & About
ASK THE ADVISORS

All Aboard
Two new itineraries on the Venice
Simplon-Orient-Express link Venice
and Stockholm for the first time. The eightday trips include five nights in hotels and
two nights aboard the restored art deco,
150-passenger train. Guests can watch the
passing scenery through Italy, Austria,
Switzerland, Germany, Denmark, and Sweden from the convivial bar car, three dining
cars, and private cabins where stewards
serve breakfast daily. Departures: April 6
and 10, 2013; from $6,490.

Holiday Hot Spots

Virtuoso travel advisors’ tips on where to take the clan.
“Families
should consider South
Africa this
season:
The rand is
still down,
and most
safari
properties don’t
increase rates over the holidays (like
a lot of resorts do). Royal Malewane
adjoins Kruger National Park, allows

kids of all ages, and has great family
suites – or you could take over its
12-person Africa House.”
– Ansley Thomas, Atlanta
“Costa Rica is ideal for beaches, soft
adventure, and wildlife – especially
November through January, when the
weather’s at its best. Hotel Punta
Islita’s two- to four-bedroom villas
overlook the Pacific and make a great
Nicoya Peninsula base.”
– Leslie Bryant, Beverly Hills

BOOKS

The reading list.
ON ARCTIC GROUND: TRACKING TIME THROUGH
ALASKA’S NATIONAL PETROLEUM RESERVE EDITED BY
DEBBIE S. MILLER (Braided River, $30) Set aside in 1923 as an emergency military fuel supply, northwest Alaska’s magnificently wild 23million-acre reserve remains virtually unknown. Debbie S. Miller states
her agenda up front: to fill in that “big blank spot on the map” with intimate and epic stories and photos ranging from massive bird migrations
and encounters with baby caribou to discoveries of polar dinosaur fossils
and stare-downs with gray wolves – all to inspire the protection of the
area in perpetuity. Her case is as beautiful as it is convincing.

ROYAL CITIES OF THE ANCIENT MAYA BY MICHAEL D.

THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL: CELEBRATING AMERICA’S HIKING TRAIL BY BRIAN KING AND APPALACHIAN TRAIL
CONSERVANCY (Rizzoli, $50) From heroic trailblazing expeditions to
arcane government hearings, this 75th-anniversary history of one of the
world’s greatest walks details every twist and turn of this improbable
achievement, and the stunning state-by-state photo galleries will inspire
even the most dedicated slacker to dream of a through-hike.

(BOOKS) IRIDIO SEATTLE

COE (The Vendome Press, $50) A welcome alternative to Maya 2012
calendar hype, Barry Brukoff’s eloquent color and sepia photographs
of fig-tree-strangled temples and limestone pyramids bathed in
moonlight are more than enough motivation to plumb the mysteries
of this hemisphere’s ancient Greeks. Archaeologist and anthropologist
Michael D. Coe provides ardent but levelheaded guidance to Mayan
kingdoms from iconic Chichén Itzá to jungle-enveloped El Mirador.

HOW TO SWEAR AROUND THE WORLD BY JASON
SACHER (Chronicle Books, $13) This admittedly coarse, vulgar, and
often funny sampler of slurs from China to Nigeria is entertaining in its
universals – for example, mothers, bearded or otherwise, come in for
rough treatment pretty much around the globe – but also revealing in its
particulars (we’ve seen firsthand the trouble that comes from showing
the sole of your shoe in Arabic culture). How to Swear is not so much a
how-to as a lighthearted examination of the lowest common denominators that bind us all.
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So someone tried to describe to you how Miami’s so different, so exciting and so coco loco. Know this.
No tweet, snapshot or posting will ever be enough. You so have to visit to get it. MiamiLuxTravel.com
©Greater Miami Convention & Visitors Bureau – The Official Destination Marketing Organization for Greater Miami and the Beaches. CS 00869

PASSPORT
Plane Talk
1

Speed Gating

From bets to stage sets, bigger is always better
in Las Vegas. At McCarran International
Airport’s new 1.9-million-square-foot Terminal
3, it’s quicker too, with amenities such as 14
new gates automated for self-boarding.
2

Screen Time

Already home to a golf course, rooftop
deck, and Chinese medicine shops, Hong
Kong International Airport now boasts
the world’s only airport IMAX theater.

1

Terminal 2’s 350-seat cinema shows Hollywood blockbusters on a 42-by-73-foot
screen, equipped for 3-D films.
3

Up and Away

Lufthansa’s larger, quieter, and more fuelefficient Boeing 747-8 planes now link Frankfurt and Washington, D.C. The German airline
plans to launch four more next-generation
jets by midfall to service Chicago and Los
Angeles, as well as Delhi and Bangalore, from
its domestic hub. Planes feature LED lighting

2

that varies to simulate daylight from sunrise
to sundown, increased headroom and larger
overhead bins, and, in the bi-level business
class, seats that convert to 6.5-foot horizontal beds.
4

Family Affair

Turkish Airlines recently saluted its staff by
decorating a Boeing 737-800 in portraits of
more than 17,000 employees. The nose-to-tail
photomontage took four months to create
and will fly globally through next spring.

3
4
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What's happening?

What's happening?

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

GoDominicanRepublic.com

PASSPORT
GO GREEN

Making the world a better place,
one trip at a time.
World Wildlife Fund calls Namibia’s community-based program of converting poachers into protectors (resulting in a dramatic rebound in lions, rhinos,
cheetahs, and other big game) “Africa’s greatest wildlife recovery story.”
Wilderness Safaris, which played an important role in the project’s success
along with local conservancies, can introduce you to key players from the indigenous Himba on a 13-day safari that pursues rare wildlife across the desert
and includes hiking in Damaraland, game drives to the Sossusvlei dunes, and
light-impact quad-biking near the Cunene River. Departures: Multiple dates
through June 2013, from $11,321.

Modern-day beanstalk,
Bosco Verticale.

Hertz continues to drive the green economy forward: In addition to being the
first major car rental company to offer an environmentally friendly collection, it
now sponsors a host of eco-initiatives, such as on-demand car sharing and
an electric vehicle fleet in the U.S., Europe, and China. “We believe that
convenient rental access to electric vehicles will help
demystify them,” says Joy Lehman, Hertz global
Bosco
sustainability manager.
Verticale, an
office and apartment
Australia held the first World Congress on
complex in Milan, envisions
Ecotourism in 1991 and two years later
a greener urban future with the
became the first country to commit sizworld’s first vertical forest. Schedable funding ($10 million) to developing
uled for completion next year, the
a national ecotourism strategy. Now the
buildings feature exterior walls that
Aussies are at it again with the recent
nurture more than 700 trees and
announcement of the largest marine
5,000 shrubs to filter air pollureserve network on the planet, covering
tion and create green space
more than 1 million square miles from the
using gray water.
Great Barrier Reef to the Coral Sea and beyond.

ART & CULTURE
Picasso in NYC.

Dual-Powered

Wei cool
More than 35 works by
outspoken Chinese artist
Ai Weiwei (“I way-way”)
make their U.S. debut in
Ai Weiwei: According
to What?, October 7 to
February 24, 2013, at Washington, D.C.’s Hirshhorn
Museum and Sculpture
Garden. The show of
sculpture, photography,
and film often critical of
Chinese society and politics includes a trio of blackand-white photographs of
the artist dropping a Han
dynasty vase. www.hirsh
horn.si.edu.
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Ai Weiwei’s colored vases.

(PICASSO) 2011 Estate of Pablo Picasso/Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York;
(vases) Ai Weiwei

Bound-to-be-blockbuster Picasso Black and White, running October 5 through January 23,
2013, at New York’s Guggenheim Museum, features around 100 canvases, sculptures, and
paper works that range from intimate nudes to war allegories and demonstrate the power of
strict contrast. www.guggenheim.org.

1
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Gear to Go

Outside In
These great carryalls aren’t from
traditional luggage
brands, but from
backpack makers
that started with
what they knew
about weight and
durability and
reinvented from
there. Toss in the
most efficient
in-case organizing
system our gear
tester’s found, and
take off.

1.

Flight 001 Spacepaks slip easily from luggage to hotel drawers for
effortless unpacking and repacking. Each ’pak includes an external label
(“shoes,” “underwear,” “toiletry”), a clean and dirty side, folding diagrams for
every possible garment, and vents that exhale as you cinch down your bag.
The result: You can cancel your wardrobe wrangling gig for more time as a
leisure specialist. $30 to $98; www.flight001.com.

2.

At 4.5 pounds (about half the
weight of standard roll-aboards),
Osprey’s 2,800-cubic-inch Ozone 22
features three interior organizer pockets, external zippered pockets, and
an aluminum bar at its base to keep it
from toppling over when stood up.
Best for: Anyone who’s struggled to lift
a carry-on into an overhead.
Keep in mind: Its backpack-style external compression straps can catch on
luggage carrousels. $229; www.rei.com.

2

3.

Gregory ditches the centrally
mounted handle that sucks up
precious cargo space and makes
most rolling bags want to spin like
tops. The Cache 22’s square handle
slides into the bag’s protective frame
and is wider to let your bag comfortably roll beside you so it doesn’t clip
your heels; a handle at the base eases
hoisting into overhead bins. The clamshell design has a large main hold
with dual internal pockets for shoes,
socks, etc., and a padded front sleeve
that fits a 15-inch laptop.
Best for: Carry-on limit pushers.
Keep in mind: At 7.75 pounds, it’s nearly
twice the weight of Osprey’s. $299;
www.gregorypacks.com.

4.

The 2-pound, 11-ounce North
Face Classic Duffel isn’t a
featherweight souvenir bag, but its
1,680-denier ballistic nylon shell laughs
off crabby baggage handlers, and the
overbuilt YKK zipper won’t pop open
the first time you overstuff it. The classic duffel’s cavernous inside includes
three interior zippered compartments,
with a plaid lining that brightens the
interior for better visibility.
Best for: Safaris and small-aircraft
itineraries; the overflow bag.
Keep in mind: At 4,210 cubic inches,
it’s not for the overhead. $160;
www.thenorthface.com.

3

4

Fitness Finder

Wondering where to spin, strike a (yoga) pose, or swing a kettlebell away from home? Head to GoRecess.com
and input your destination, date and desired time, and type of workout for a list of classes in nearby fitness studios, along with prices (from $1 for community yoga to $100 for private sessions), user reviews, and instructor
profiles. Users must register, and credit card payments are processed via the website, but there’s no fee to join.
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Aboard National Geographic Explorer

High Arctic
ç The

privilege of pristine regions & the luxury of comfort

ç Discover
ç Choose
ç NEW:
ç June

natural beauty; see polar bears, walrus, caribou

from five diverse Arctic itineraries

Greenland & an Iceland circumnavigation

– August departures

TM

See, do and learn more with
Lindblad Expeditions-National Geographic.

ASK YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR FOR DETAILS.
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Grand Hôtel de Bordeaux & Spa.
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Keys to the Cellars

There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

SOUTH AMERICAN FLAVOR
aboard LE BOREAL
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G

(1)Maximum reduction available only for the second person booked in a Suite for the indicated South American cruises. Offer non retroactive, not combinable with other promotions and upon Suite availability. (2)All inclusive fares include cruise, port taxes & fees, selected open bar and
gratuities. Other services are available and payable on board. For more information on terms and conditions see en.ponant.com. Ship’s Registry: France. FL Seller of Travel Ref No ST37706 and CA Seller of Travel Ref No. 2106116-40 Photo credits: COMPAGNIE DU PONANT, Istockphoto.

PASSPORT
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Pacific Ocean
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Puerto Natales
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CHILE

Ushuaia
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Five new wine concierges at France’s 148room Grand Hôtel de Bordeaux & Spa craft
custom itineraries for oenophiles’ entree to local appellations. In addition to grand-cru winery
visits in the Margaux, Pauillac, and Saint-Émilion
districts, itineraries can include helicopter
transfers, picnics complete with Limoges china
and waitstaff, and oyster tastings at a farm on
Arcachon Bay.

Cap Horn

Embark on an amazing odyssey on board
LE BOREAL, a chic yacht with 132 staterooms and
suites. Discover the famous Panama Canal, the
fjords of Chile or the Guayas river while cruising
along the Pacific coast of South America.
Sailing to harbors not accessible to large ships,
French-inspired and local cuisine & wine, discreet
and attentive service where no attention to detail
is spared, join us for an unforgettable gourmet
cruising experience to South America.

Discover Yacht Cruises

LIMA • VALPARAISO

Nov 6 – 16, 2012 – 10 nights

VALPARAISO • USHUAIA

Nov 16 – 29, 2012 – 13 nights

USHUAIA • VALPARAISO

Feb 28 – Mar 13, 2013 – 13 nights

VALPARAISO • GUAYAQUIL
Mar 13 – 25, 2013 – 12 nights

All inclusive fares from
$3,730per (2)/person

Pressing Matters

Looking for a taste of Tuscany on a weekendescape timeline? Pop over to The Resort at
Pelican Hill’s Festa dell’Autunno for olive
harvest events and cuisine. November 2
through 4 at Newport Beach’s 204-bungalow
resort (home to some 750 mature olive
trees), the second annual event kicks off with
an alfresco dinner with performers, followed
by cigars and cocktails around a fire pit on
Friday evening. Saturday brings an olive

Book early for BEST AVAILABLE RATES
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
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Yours for 500 calories at Allium.

pressing, cooking demonstrations, street painters, an Italian sports car exhibition, and olive oil,
cheese, and wine tastings before a family-style
dinner for 150 resort guests, complete with live
opera singers. On the menu: tuna carpaccio,
sage-butter ravioli, sautéed sand dabs, osso
buco, and more. Recover with a jazz brunch the
next morning and olive- and grape-infused spa
treatments. Bungalows from $445 to $1,230,
including two nights’ accommodations and entry
to various events.

Amalfi Appetizer
Sipping wine in an eighteenth-century cellar, tasting buffalo mozzarella on a family farm, stretching
Neapolitan pizza, and learning tricks from legendary chef Mamma Agata are just some of the new

gourmet experiences offered by the 43-room
Palazzo Sasso on Italy’s Amalfi Coast. The outings range from 90-minute tastings to hours-long,
roll-up-your-sleeves cooking sessions. Culinary
programs from $90 to $280.

It’sMaasai
Fashion...

If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.

Pelican Hill pride.

For Lunching Ladies
Bloomingdale’s, home of the brown shopping
bag, and its neighbor, the 345-room Four
Seasons Hotel Chicago, unite in an upscale
homage to the brown bag lunch. It starts
with a Bobbi Brown cosmetic makeover in
the department store, followed by a threecourse lunch at the hotel’s new restaurant,
Allium, that won’t sabotage trips to the dressing room: The 500-calorie meal highlights
seasonal produce, naturally lean proteins, and
flavor-dense foods such as the dessert – a
scoop of 99 percent pure chocolate sorbet.
$35; www.alliumchicago.com.

There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

Call your Virtuoso
travel advisor to plan
your unique African
adventure.
Starting from $3,559
per person

Pyle It On
Opening this fall in Dallas: Stephan Pyles’

Stampede 66, a tribute to all things Texan.
Ranging from Gulf seafood to border tacos,
ranch beef, and hearty chili, the menu spans
both classic and modern cooking. 1717 McKinney Avenue; www.stephanpyles.com.

S E PT E M B E R | O CTO B E R 2 0 1 2
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BON VOYAGE

Decked Out

Sail away in a few of our favorite suites at sea.

The Find

First Impression

Room to Relax

Amenities

Plan to Spend

Silversea’s Owner’s
Suites on the
540-passenger
Silver Spirit.

Euro-chic, with glass
doors leading to a teak
balcony and a
separate area
for in-suite
dining.

At 1,292 square feet with
a walk-in wardrobe, the
suite can also be configured as a 1,668-squarefoot two-bedroom
residence for families.

In-room Bang &
Olufsen audio system
and espresso machine,
complimentary dry
cleaning, dinner at the
officers’ table, and
Internet access (four
hours) and international calls (two hours).

$12,699 for a sevenday Istanbul-to-Athens
sailing on October 8,
including round-trip
economy airfare and
transfers.

Regent
Seven
Seas
Cruises’
Grand Suites on
the 700-passenger
Seven Seas Voyager.

Luxury
at ease –
witness the
bedroom’s
solarium and
ocean-view
soaking tub.

The smart 876-squarefoot design features
a spacious bedroom,
balcony, and 1.5
marble baths.

Butler service, 15 minutes
of complimentary
international calls and
60 minutes of Internet
access, binoculars and
iPad , daily canapés
and bar setup, cashmere blanket, complimentary cocktail party
for up to eight guests,
and L’Occitane and Hermès bath products.

Holland America
Line’s Penthouse
Verandah Suites
on the 2,106-passenger
Nieuw Amsterdam.

Elegantly dressed
in contemporary
furnishings, featuring
walk-in closets, floorto-ceiling windows,
and an oversize
whirlpool tub
on the teak
deck.

1,357 square
feet, with a king
bed as well as a sofa bed
and additional powder
room for guests.

Access to the Neptune
concierge lounge
with cushy couches,
worktables, Wi-Fi, and
refreshments; complimentary laundry and
dry cleaning; corsage
and boutonniere for
formal night; and
exclusive daily
breakfast with other
suite guests.

$12,799 for a 12-day
Venice-to-Barcelona
sailing on October 17.

Norwegian
Cruise Line’s
Haven Garden Villas
on the 2,394-passenger
Norwegian Pearl.

Jazzy and
swank, with two
decks of balconies
and a terrace hot tub.

At 4,252
square feet –
including three bedrooms, each with a king
or queen bed – they’re
the largest suites at sea.

In-suite steam room,
Bose entertainment
center with CD/DVD library, wet bar, access to
a courtyard area with a
pool and sundeck, and a
dedicated restaurant for
suite guests, complete
with a roof terrace for
open-air dining.

Eight-day western
Caribbean voyages
from Miami in November from $20,000
(total) for two to eight
passengers.

A sweeping, curved
staircase and domed
ceiling highlight the art
deco influences in this
grand stateroom.

A 2,249-square-foot
duplex with an oversize
teak deck.

In-suite Xbox game
console and iPad,
Queens Grill dining and
room service, access
to a private sundeck,
a pillow menu, and complimentary in-room bar
and stocked refrigerator.

$23,487 for seven-day
crossings between
New York and Southampton, England, in
October.

Cunard’s Sandringham
Suite on the 2,592passenger Queen Mary 2.
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$15,799 for a sevenday Venice-to-Rome
sailing on October 17,
including round-trip
business-class airfare
and unlimited shore
excursions.

ST. REGIS BAHIA BEACH RESORT, PUERTO RICO

Refinement
A NATURAL STATE OF

Situated on a former coconut plantation with clear views of El Yunque National Rainforest and the Atlantic Ocean,
this lush 483-acre resort boasts a private bird sanctuary, two miles of private beach, an oceanfront Robert Trent
Jones Jr. golf course, and a 10,000-square-foot Remède Spa. Designed in a low-rise plantation style, the resort
seamlessly blends with its natural surroundings. The 139 guestrooms, including 35 suites, feature private terraces,
rattan furniture, and marble bathrooms complete with mirrors imbedded with LCD TV’s. The oceanfront, freeform
pool is surrounded by oversize chaise lounges, palm trees, and private cabanas.

As part of its commitment to the environment, the resort has created a nearly 3-acre nursery and garden that
supplies plants and trees for landscaping and reforestation as well as fresh produce for Fern, the property’s
signature restaurant by Jean-Georges Vongerichten. The restaurant’s sleek yet comfortable dining room is
decorated in natural wood, accentuated by shades of white and silver and both indoor and outdoor seating offer
dramatic views of the Atlantic Ocean.

CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
FOR RESERVATIONS.

SUITE TALK

This issue:

Florence,
Italy

Ultimate Upgrade
Inside our favorite splurge-worthy suites.

Blue-blooded pedigree:
One-of-a-kind antiques fill the Royal Suites.

Designed with Medici princes in mind, the 900-square-foot Royal Suites at the year-old St. Regis Florence channel the Renaissance
with period furniture, framed oil paintings, decorative wood columns, and elaborate brocade bed canopies. Even modern conveniences
such as deep soaking tubs evoke a sense of grandeur in the one-bedroom suites, two of 100 rooms at the palazzo-turned-hotel. Balconies above the Arno River offer fittingly commanding views of the republic below. Royal Suites from $9,825, including breakfast daily
and afternoon tea.

To shuttle guests to and fro, all 44 St. Regis and 80 Luxury Collection hotels worldwide now stable Bentley fleets.

Swiss Bliss

It’s been a century since a luxury hotel has opened in Switzerland’s chic ski town Gstaad – a dry spell The Alpina Gstaad
ends on December 1. Locally quarried limestone, reclaimed
100-year-old wood, and a Bernese-style slate roof with multiple dormers
and peaks give the $337 million newcomer a been-here-ages look. Guests
at the five-acre hilltop property can choose from 56 balconied rooms and
entertainment such as a private cinema and three restaurants that include
a Swiss stübli (pub) and a branch of New York’s popular Japanese spot
Megu. Making a literal splash: an outdoor pool and, in the 21,500-squarefoot Six Senses Spa, an 85-foot lap pool. Doubles from $867, including
breakfast daily and a $100 spa credit.
NEW
HOTEL
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The talk of Gstaad.

SUITE TALK

WaterWorks
Midway through a $25 million renovation, The
Homestead in Hot Springs, Virginia, recently cut
the ribbons on a new miniature golf course and a
two-acre, family-focused water complex of pools,
a sand beach, three water slides, and a 400-footlong lazy river. For adults, the 483-room resort recently unveiled its Jefferson Springs spa garden,
home to a hot springs pool, geothermal mineral
bath, sauna, whirlpool, and private cabanas.
Doubles from $185, including breakfast daily and
a $100 activities credit.
The family-friendlier
Homestead.

Cali comfort at
the Mandarin Oriental.

Bay Area 2.0

To mark its 25th anniversary, the Mandarin Oriental, San
Francisco recently redecorated its 158 rooms with plush
couches, oversize wooden desks, rain showerheads, and
freestanding bathtubs. Seven suites feature newly landscaped outdoor terraces overlooking the skyline from the
city’s third-tallest building. Italian marble cloaks the lobby,
home to the just-opened Brasserie S&P’s seasonal California
cuisine. Doubles from $395, including breakfast daily.

Lighten up at the SLS
South Beach.
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White Hot
Philippe Starck contributed his
surreal touch to Miami’s art
deco scene at the new SLS
Hotel South Beach, a
renovation of a 1939 property.
Its 140 mostly white guest
rooms blend Louis XV and
contemporary styles with
wallpaper that mimics rococo
moldings, tapestry carpets,
oversize couches, and ceiling
mirrors. Cabanas with retro
Hawaiian surfer posters flank
two pools, one guests-only and
the other primed with music
for the party set. Chef José
Andrés oversees the SpanishLatin restaurant, as well as the
lobby bar and a wheeled food
cart plying the pool decks.
Doubles from $325, including
breakfast daily and a $100
dining credit.

Celebrate the true spirit of a destination, and you become one with it.
RockResorts®, where true luxury is understanding what
makes a destination special unto itself.

Plan your Winter Break and enjoy a $200 resort credit, daily breakfast & round-trip
airport transfers. For reservations, call your Virtuoso Luxury Advisor.

Vail · Beaver Creek · Breckenridge
Dominican Republic · Jamaica

Rules and Restrictions may apply.

SUITE TALK

Clockwise from left:
Tosca restaurant, the
pool, and a suite’s living
room and kitchen.

Certified
Super Tuscan
Virtuoso Life checks into the
region’s newest arrival.
By LEE MARSHALL

NEW
HOTEL

Housed in a castle dating

to the tenth century, Tuscany’s
new 41-suite Castello di Casole
resort dominates a swath of tranquil oliveand cypress-clad countryside well placed
for day trips to Siena, Florence, San Gimignano, and Chianti vineyards. The 1960s
home of film director Luchino Visconti sits
at the center of a 4,200-acre private estate
with vineyards, a hunting reserve, an infinity pool with spectacular sunset views, and
a spa. Contemporary fabrics and bathroom
fittings contrast nicely with country details
such as exposed ceiling beams, terra-cotta
floor tiles, and cast-iron beds made by local artisans, and two restaurants provide
sustenance: Tosca, unrepentantly high-end
Italian, and Pazzia, an attractive all-day
pizzeria/trattoria. Stylish little Bar Visconti
pays homage to the director with a retro
feel and black-and-white photographs of
him filming and off duty. Suites from $695,
including breakfast daily and the choice of a
cooking, language, or pottery class.
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seven reasons to take on Tuscany from here
1 Executive chef Daniele Sera’s flamboy-

ant Ristorante Tosca: If he’s serving his
warm-frozen praline iced parfait cantuccio – a playful twist on a classic Tuscan
biscotti– indulge.

5 Unlike many Tuscan hotels, the resort

stays open all year. Autumn and winter highlights include the November olive harvest,
truffle hunting, and head gamekeeper Paolo
Bagnoli’s wild boar hunts.

2 Complimentary Wi-Fi and water and soft

6 Housed in a series of brick-vaulted cellar

drinks in the minibars – a refreshing perk at
hotels these days.

rooms, Essere Spa offers treatments based
on local ingredients such as olive oil and
rosemary.

3 Pillow-top king beds (a rarity in Italy).
7 English is the default staff language (not
4 Castello’s village layout makes it a

good family option, as do its pizza-making
courses for kids.

so at some country estates) – charming or
not, it makes for a hassle-free vacation, and
service is unfailingly professional.

CITY TO GO
Running Company, The Walking Company, City Sports,
Revolution Cycles, and Bicycle
Pro Shop are spread among
five blocks along M Street. Most
retail therapy is within a tenminute walk, including high-end
dress shop Hu’s Wear on one
side of M and Hu’s Shoes on the
other. The two blocks of M Street
west of the Rock Creek bridge
feature high-end antiques.
Water feature: The
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal.

CAPITAL

ACTION
Washington, D.C.’s Georgetown is a
neighborhood in motion. BY LARRY OLMSTED

EAT

Il Canale (1063 31st
Street NW), overlooking the canal with sidewalk seating and a
rooftop terrace, imports a taste
of Naples via brick-oven pizzas
certified by Italy’s food police,
the Verace Pizza Napoletana association. Patrons love decadesold icon Bistro Français (3124 M
Street NW) for its steak tartare
and Parisian flair. Celebratory
diners can book a table (well in
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In contrast to the
city’s large downtown convention properties, Georgetown’s
two best hotels have quiet
neighborhood flair. The 86-room
Ritz-Carlton Georgetown (the
world’s smallest Ritz) occupies a
historic brick industrial building and two newly built wings.
(Doubles from $499, including

From left: Citronelle, Il
Canale, and Hu’s Wear.

advance) at Citronelle, the
flagship of D.C. superstar
chef Michel Richard (3000
M Street NW). Courses from
its Promenade Gourmande
menu depart the exhibition
kitchen with (or without)
paired wines.

DRINK

Clyde’s of
Georgetown (3236 M Street
NW), J.Paul’s (3218 M Street
NW), and The Tombs (1226
36th Street NW) are classic
upscale collegiate pubs. Access
the latter via the famous Exorcist
stairs from the 1973 horror
classic, filmed and set here. Lowprofile revelers gravitate to the
bar in Morton’s The Steakhouse
(3251 Prospect Street NW).

SHOP

With its easy access
to parks, water, and biking and
running trails, Georgetown
attracts active retailers: The

(CANAL) Ryan Cox/photoshelter, (OTHERS) SUSANA RAAB

GO for

Urban escapism
in a village within the city. Home
to the capital’s best restaurants
and shopping, Georgetown is
bounded by water, including the
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal
National Historical Park,
popular for outdoor recreation.
Automated bike dispensers and
the Georgetown Waterfront
Park are the newest additions
to a neighborhood that loves
being outside.

STAY

breakfast daily and a $100 dining
credit.) At the 222-room Four
Seasons Hotel Washington,
DC, two wings linked by glass
passages flank a gorgeous
courtyard. Capping years of
improvements, this fall the hotel
will finish its block-long retail annex that includes an Italian vinoteca, a café, and a bespoke tailor
shop. A renovation of its west
wing added the $15,000-pernight Royal Suite, with bulletresistant windows, a large
private terrace, a home theater,
and a private entrance. Also new:
Michael Mina’s Bourbon Steak,
where dry-aged, grass-fed beef
shares the menu with decidedly
un-steak-house fare such as
charred octopus. (Doubles from
$445, including breakfast daily
and a $100 spa credit.)
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Experience incomparable value onboard elegant mid-size ships.
contact your virtuoso travel advisor for these special offer fares today.

africa

alaska

asia

australia

caribbEan

EuropE

south amErica

south pacific

cariBBEan hiDEaways
miami to miami | 10 days
Riviera - Jan 3 & feb 2, 2013
Full BroCHurE FarE
from

5,794 per guest*

$

spEcial offEr farE
from

1,897 per guest

$

With frEE airfarE*

EmpirEs & DynastiEs
hong Kong to Beijing | 17 days
Nautica: feb 21, 2013
Full BroCHurE FarE
from

15,526 per guest*

$

spEcial offEr farE
from

6,263 per guest

$

With frEE airfarE*

voyagE of thE connoissEurs

frEE airfarE*
2 for 1
cruisE farEs*
bonus saVings
up to $5,000
per stateroom*

virtuoso exclusive

prE-paid
gratuitiEs*

Bangkok to Dubai | 25 days
Nautica: apr 4, 2013
Full BroCHurE FarE
from

18,574 per guest*

$

spEcial offEr farE
from

6,287 per guest

$

With frEE airfarE*

pyramiDs & thE holy lanD
Dubai to rome | 21 days
Nautica: apr 29, 2013
Full BroCHurE FarE
from

15,816 per guest*

$

spEcial offEr farE
from

5,908 per guest

$

With frEE airfarE*

granD panama canal
lima to new york | 20 days
Marina: may 6, 2013
Full BroCHurE FarE
from

14,778 per guest*

$

spEcial offEr farE
from

5,389 per guest

$

With frEE airfarE*

gatEway to alasKa
san francisco to vancouver | 9 days
Regatta: may 9, 2013
Full BroCHurE FarE
from

6,098 per guest*

$

spEcial offEr farE
from

2,299 per guest

$

With frEE airfarE*

alasKan wonDErs
seattle to vancouver | 7 days
Regatta - Jun 4, Jun 11u & Jul 5u, 2013
Full BroCHurE FarE
from

4,598 per guest*

$

spEcial offEr farE
from

1,799 per guest

$

With frEE airfarE*

u reverse itinerary

*Offers expire September 30, 2012. All advertised fares, offers and special amenities shown are per person based on double occupancy unless otherwise
indicated, are subject to availability at time of booking, may not be combinable with other offers, are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn without prior
notice or remain in effect after the expiration date. All fares listed are in U.S. dollars, per person, based on double occupancy and include Non-Commissionable
Fares. Cruise-related government fees and taxes of up to $19.50 per guest per day are included. For itineraries shown with multiple departures, sailing prices
may vary and any “Fares From” pricing is based on Category G unless otherwise indicated. Single rates and rates for 3rd and 4th guests are available upon
request; call for details. Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge may apply for new bookings and, if applicable, is additional revenue to Oceania Cruises. 2 for 1, Early Booking
Savings and Special Offer fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares. Full Brochure Fares may not have resulted in actual sales in all cabin categories,
may not have been in effect during the last 90 days and do not include Personal Charges and Optional Facilities and Services Fees as defined in the Terms and
Conditions of the Guest Ticket Contract which may be viewed at OceaniaCruises.com. Full Brochure Fares are cruise only. “Free Airfare” promotion does not
include ground transfers and applies to economy, round-trip flights only from the following Oceania Cruises Primary Air Gateways: ATL, BOS, CLT, DEN, DFW,
EWR, HNL, IAH, IAD, JFK, LAX, MCO, MIA, ORD, PHL, PHX, SAN, SAV, SEA, SFO, TPA, YOW, YUL, YVR, YYC, YYZ. Airfare is available from all other U.S. & Canadian
gateways at an additional charge. Any advertised fares that include the “Free Airfare” promotion include airline fees, surcharges and all government taxes. Some
airline-imposed personal charges, including but not limited to baggage, priority boarding and special seating, may apply. For details visit exploreflightfees.
com. Oceania Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees and surcharges at any time. Additional terms and
conditions may apply. Complete Terms and Conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract. Ships’ Registry: Marshall Islands. SEP1217

Voted one of the World’s best cruise lines

Voted one of the World’s best cruise lines

INTERVIEW

Living the
Virtuoso Life
It’s getting Hotter in here: Erhard Hotter’s travel advisor
puts on the perfect party. Interviewed by David Hochman

A

s an Asia-based
international hotelier
and businessman,
Erhard Hotter knows
great trips start with great planning. For his 70th birthday last
year, Hotter worked for months
with Virtuoso travel advisors
Andre (“Andi”) and Anne Maree
von Zeppelin in Queensland,
Australia, to coordinate an
elaborate weeklong birthday
bash in Russia for a few of his
closest friends.

Q&A

How many
people
traveled to
Russia
with you?

Did you call restaurants
and say, “Table for three
dozen, please?”

“Ha! That’s where my travel
advisors earned their stripes.
Together, we organized every
meal, every tour, every hotel
room. We had private rooms
everywhere, private entertainment, our own security, and
wonderful food. It was incredible – and also very expensive –
but I’ll never forget it. Just
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From left: Hotter (middle) celebrates
with friends and the Hermitage
Museum’s Winter Palace.

(WINTER PALACE) Giovanni Simeone/SIME/eStock Photo

“A few couples dropped in and
out, but in all we had 36 people
from various parts of the world.
It took a lot of coordinating.”

Wish you were here...
Why not escape to one of Sir Richard Branson’s private retreats?

Discover Ulusaba, Sir Richard Branson’s private game reserve
in South Africa. Look out for our free night offer available
during selected dates.
Or if you’re looking for a holiday season break, why not celebrate
Christmas spotting the Big 5 in the bush, or ring in the New Year
under the stars.

CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL SPECIALIST FOR RESERVATIONS

INTERVIEW

having the museums to ourselves was priceless.”

“We had access to all the
facilities – museums, palaces,
landmarks – before opening
hours. When you’re traveling
with a big group like that, you
don’t want to lose anybody,
so it really made a difference.”

more is knowing in advance
what’s going to happen when
I arrive – even though there
are sometimes last-minute
glitches. I like knowing that my
guide, my driver, my room, and
my itinerary will all be in place,
and wherever I stay, I want the
best local connections. At this
stage, I am beyond ‘winging it’ –
though I still like to leave time
for exploring.”

At 70, is travel
changing for you?

Tell us a few of your
favorite pre-Russia trips.

“Yes and no. What matters

“Switzerland’s Jungfrau Region

You had museums
to yourselves?
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Peterhof Palace’s Grand Cascade and (right) Hotter’s
birthday dinner at the Grand Hotel Europe.

VIRTUOSO LIFE

in July. In Asia, where I’ve
lived on and off for 16 years,
I love the islands off Malaysia, especially Langkawi, and
eastern Malaysian towns like
Kuching, where you still get a
sense of traditional daily life.
Vietnam is exceptionally beautiful and exciting. The food in
the Philippines is fantastic,
and everyone speaks English.
In Indonesia, Bali, of course,
but I’m equally drawn to Java
and Sumatra for the variety
of food, the hotels, and the
exceptional service.”

WHere NEXT?
“Nice and Monte
Carlo, then Canada.”

What’s still on your
travel list?

“I haven’t been to Canada.
That’s a must. And I want to see
Eastern Europe – for its history
but also its fabulous spas.”

(PETERHOF PALACE) Bruno Cossa/SIME/eStock Photo

“Saint Petersburg’s Grand
Hotel Europe adds lashings
of caviar to their breakfast buffet – an experience well worth
the price. If you’re not staying
there, skip breakfast at your
hotel or cruise ship.”
– Erhard Hotter

Marrakech

the energy that travels within you

www.mar rakech.travel

For reservations, please call
your Virtuoso travel advisor.

TASTING NOTES

BACK IN BLACK
Black-label bottles for a well-dressed bar. By ANTHONY DIAs BLUE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS PLAVIDAL STYLING BY HEIDI ADAMS

A

kaleidoscope of flavored vodkas and a rainbow
of liqueurs has paraded into
liquor stores, but for a drink
that’s timeless, not trendy, we’re back to

basic black. Just as Coco Chanel found
the little black dress to be the ultimate in
classic style, spirits producers are recognizing the ageless appeal of noir, as served
in a snifter or cocktail glass. These new

Nod to the noir:
Specially aged spirits.
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Markree Castle, County Sligo.

YOU CAN STAND AND
GAZE IN AWE. BUT WE’D
RATHER YOU CAME IN AND
PUT YOUR FEET UP.
Felt our famed hospitality all
around you.
Relaxed in front of our log fires.
Dined like a king.
And slept like a baby in our
luxurious four-poster beds.
You see, in Ireland, nothing’s too
much trouble for our guests.
So yes, the grandeur of our
castles will astound you.
But it’s the warmth and
friendliness inside them that
will take your breath away.

2013 is the year of The Gathering:
a yearlong celebration of music,
food, culture and lots more.
To plan your Ireland vacation,
contact your Virtuoso
travel advisor.

TASTING NOTES

The most
luxurious cruises
depart from

“black” versions of rums, whiskeys, and
brandies aren’t literally black. Rather, they
are specially aged to take on the dusky hues
and deepened flavors of charred barrels,
bottled at higher proof for extra oomph,
or otherwise blended to express a noirish
character best enjoyed after the sun sets.
Since these aged spirits – whether made
from sugarcane, grain, corn, or grapes –
share smoky, wood-laced notes, you can
use them interchangeably in many mixed
drinks. Just keep things simple and uncluttered, as Chanel did, to allow the spirits
themselves to shine.

Johnnie Walker Double Black ($40)
Enhanced with peaty malts and component whiskies aged in heavily charred oak
barrels, this limited-edition whisky is rich,
masculine, and rewarding.
Jim Beam Black ($18)
Double-aged (eight years instead of the usual four), this suave American bourbon is a
remarkable value.
Hennessy Black ($39)
A new take on cognac from a great house:
charmingly modern, softer, rounder, and
more cocktail friendly.

THE POUR

Luxurious Special Offer:
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Mount Gay Eclipse Black ($25)
Bottled at a heady 100 proof, this racy new
expression of the classic Barbados rum includes a higher percentage of pot-still rum.
Its sweet caramel-floral nose leads to brown
sugar and tropical spice on the palate.
Jameson Select Reserve Black Barrel
($47) Purity and finesse abound in this
special-edition whiskey from Ireland, aged to
around 12 years (instead of the usual five to
seven) in bourbon and sherry casks.

THE COCKTAIL
LBD*
* A Little Black Drink adapted from the
writer’s The Complete Book of Spirits.

2 ounces any of the recommended
“black” spirits
1 ounce Madeira
½ ounce sweet vermouth
Shake all ingredients over ice and strain into a
cocktail glass. Garnish with a lemon twist.
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that will be celebrating
“50 Fantastic Years” in 2013.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel
Advisor for reservations

A recipe with a twist.
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PHOTO CREDIT

This offer is available September 1, 2012 - June 30, 2013, with a minimum of two
nights’ stay reserved in a Harbour Room or above, and is subject to availability.

GLOBAL GOURMET

Apples to apples
Heirloom and upstart varieties that are as unique as your
own backyard. By ROWAN JACOBSEN

B

ack in the day, school kids knew what an apple was: It was a Red Delicious,

SQUIRE FOX

bright and shiny as a fire truck, with thick skin and mushy flesh, the scourge of many a lunch
box. Or, for the rebels, a Granny Smith tennis ball, with its tart, snappy, unripe zing. That was
it. Legend had it apples could score points with your teacher or keep the doctor away, but they
certainly weren’t fun or interesting.
These days though, apples have really gone out on a limb. Every fall, markets
tempt with piles of colorful orbs, skins aswirl in red, orange, yellow, green, black,
Apples, apples everyand even purple. Their flavors are equally exhilarating, with lots of citrus, pine- where, and not a Red
apple, and spice notes to bolster that classic apple smell. And their textures – well,
Delicious in sight.
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A Taste of
France

Celebra
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Celebrate
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Prese
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e
Virtuoso
o Travel
Travel Advisor
For reservations,
please contact your Virtuoso
Advisor..

GLOBAL GOURMET
let’s just say that you’ll never get mired in
the Red Delicious swamps again.
It all seems suspiciously like the work
of some genetic engineer who took the innocent apple genome and slipped in a gene
from a raspberry or a clown fish, but in fact
the apple itself did all the genetic tinkering during its journey from Kazakhstan’s
wild forests to the fields of Europe and the
United States. The humble fruit has an incredible number of tricks up its sleeve; every
seed from every apple will grow into a tree
completely different from its parent. On the
other hand, if you like the apples made by a
particular tree and you want more, you need
to graft a shoot from the original tree, to
preserve those exact genes. Every Red Delicious apple in existence is produced from
clones of the original Red Delicious tree discovered by an Iowa farmer back in the 1880s;
every Granny Smith stems from the chance
seedling Australian Maria Ann Smith spotted in her backyard in 1868.
American farms used to sport a handful
of apple trees unique to their region, and

at least 16,000 named varieties spanned
the country. Then, with the industrialization of agriculture, a few came to dominate.
Not long ago, three-quarters of the apples
grown in America were Red Delicious,
which outsold other varieties solely on its
intense red color. Thousands of old varieties succumbed to this Attack of the Clones,
but now, at last, the tide has turned. Apple
sleuths are rediscovering antique varieties
on abandoned farms, grafting them, and
bringing the apples back to market, and
plant breeders at top agricultural universities are crossing some of the old classics to
create charming apples new to this world.
This fall is the perfect time to take another
bite. Here are 11 notable apples that put the
fun back in the fruit.
Arkansas Black
A famous Southern apple that started in Benton County, Arkansas,
in the 1870s, its shiny
burgundy skin turns mid-

night red after some time in storage – which
is why pre-refrigeration Southerners prized
it. Freshly picked, an Arkansas Black is a
mouthful of yuck, but let it mellow for a few
months and it turns sweet and delightful.
Once forgotten, it’s now regaining popularity at roadside stands throughout the South
and West.
Calville Blanc
d’Hiver
This ultimate pie
apple’s firmness and
explosive tartness
hold up beautifully to
baking. Shaped more like
a quince than an apple, it’s heavily ribbed,
with five knobby shoulders and knees. If you
have a proper tarte tatin in France, where
Calville Blancs have been revered since the
1500s, it’s made with these.
Cox’s Orange Pippin
Ask someone from Britain to name their
favorite apple and they’re likely to pipe,

Paradise doesn’t always have to be tropical.
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Medjet keeps me in the game.
“Cox’s Orange Pippin!” – a tree originally planted from
seed in 1825 in the
village of Colnbrook, England (near
the current location
of Heathrow Airport), by retired brewer
Richard Cox. Soon many in England went
bananas for the exotic, spicy-citrus aromas of Cox’s apple, which has been grafted
throughout the world, though it thrives only
in cool, wet climes.

(ARKANSAS BLACK APPLE) ROEL SMART/iSTOCK, (ALL OTHERS) SQUiRE FOX

Esopus
Spitzenburg
Thomas Jefferson’s
apple of choice, the
“Spitz” still grows
at Monticello, and it’s
still one of the tastiest
apples on the planet. Mottled in red, orange,
and yellow, it packs bright bursts of juice
and flavor. Look for it at fall farmers’ markets throughout the country.
Gravenstein
The California apple,
thin-skinned Gravensteins have a cult
following on the
West Coast, where
their firm texture and
berry aromas make them a
famous pie apple. The apple is a European
heirloom that prospered in Germany before
coming to the U.S. to seek its fortune in the
1700s, striking gold out West where it could
take the heat better than most varieties.
Honeycrisp
Honeycrisps don’t
so much crunch
in your mouth as
detonate. If the
snap of teeth is
what you look for in
an apple, sweet (though
a bit simple-flavored) Honeycrisps are
your dream come true. The University of
Minnesota’s apple breeding program unleashed them in 1991, and they’ve become
wildly popular – many orchardists peg this
apple as the one to dethrone Red Delicious.

S E P T E M B E R | O CTO B E R 2 0 1 2
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O

NE: Air-Medical Transfer
If you become hospitalized 150 miles or more from home, Medjet will
arrange medical transfer to the hospital of your choice. All you pay is
your membership fee.

T

WO: Medical Consultation
Suddenly find yourself under the
weather? You can call Medjet and
speak with a physician who will
provide professional consultation
and recommendations regarding
your current condition.

T

HREE: Medical Referrals
If you are traveling and find
yourself feeling not your best,
Medjet can provide you with
local contact information for
area doctors and hospitals.

Memberships
start at $99.

F

OUR: Health & Safety
Before an international departure,
Medjet can provide members with
pre-travel health & safety information
including requirements for visas,
passports and immunizations.

F

IVE: Language Translation
For members receiving medical
treatment in a foreign country
where there is a language barrier
between patient and doctor, Medjet
can provide translation services.

Take trips. Not chances.

For more information or to
enroll, contact your preferred
Virtuoso travel advisor.

GLOBAL GOURMET
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Harvest in the heart of
Washington apple country.

Lady
The world’s cutest apple –
just two bites and you’re
done – little Ladies are also
one of our oldest varieties, popular in seventeenth-century France and much
prized in the courts of Louis XIII and XIV.
Its name may derive from the fact that most
Ladies have a bright pink blush on one cheek.
These jewels have been used decoratively for
centuries and have made a big comeback in recent years in Christmas wreaths and holiday
table centerpieces, which sometimes obscures
their wicked sweet and apple-y deliciousness.
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Newtown Pippin
Lopsided Newtown
Pippins originated in
Queens, New York, in
1720 and soon became
the definitive apple of
mid-Atlantic states, loved by
George Washington and Thomas Jefferson
alike. Long considered the tastiest apple
on the West Coast, they still provide the
pizzazz in Martinelli’s Sparkling Cider.
Today, hundreds have been planted in the
Big Apple, which has rediscovered its longlost home fruit.

(ORCHARD) MICHAEL HANSON/CORBIS, (PINOVA) BON APPÉTIT/ALAMy,
(SHEEP’S NOSE) GUy CROFT/ALAMy, (LADy, NEWTOWN PIPPIN, AND SWEETANGO) SQUIRE FOX
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Pinova
Despite the hype over
Honeycrisp, Pinova
(also known as Piñata) may be the best
new thing in apples.
Bred in Germany and
brought to the U.S. about a decade ago, Pinova has Golden Delicious and Cox’s Orange Pippin in its parentage, and an intense
sweet-tart pineapple flavor – plus it just
tastes livelier than other varieties. Party
trivia: It resists browning when sliced.
Sheep’s Nose
An heirloom from
1700s Connecticut
that has found new
life because of its
namesake appearance, Sheep’s Nose
(also known as Black Gilliflower) has an interesting cinnamon-spice
flavor, but its mealiness makes it better to
admire from afar or in a good applesauce.

SweeTango
The latest product
from the University of Minnesota,
SweeTango is coming soon to a store
near you. Bred from

Honeycrisp and Zestar, SweeTango is billed
as the perfect apple – crisp and sweet and
tart and floral all at once. Don’t let the buzz
or the horrendous name turn you off; it really is a superb eating apple, with all the snap
and sweetness of its Honeycrisp parent, but
considerably more flavor and juiciness.

TAKE A SHINE TO IT

Farm-direct fruit for conducting your own taste test.
With 450 acres of orchards and a living Antique Apple Museum of more than 200 varieties, TreeMendus Fruit Farm, in Eau Claire, Michigan, is a Midwest institution. For $52 you can order two
each of ten different heritage apple varieties. www.treemendus-fruit.com.
High in the cool-climate desert of Washington’s Yakima Valley, Harmony Orchards grows some
of the finest organic apples in the world, including most of the country’s organic Lady apples. Its
holiday gift box consists of four each showroom-quality Honeycrisps, Pinovas, and Ambrosias
for $25. www.harmonyorchards.com.
A renowned source for Esopus Spitzenburg, Sheep’s Nose, Cox’s Orange Pippin, and many other
old-school varieties, as well as modern cultivars like Honeycrisp, Alyson’s Orchard sells boxes
of 18 apples of one or two different varieties of your choice for $35. www.alysonsorchard.com.

Kick back, Relax
Travel in Style.
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The only global airline from the
Middle East with 100% fully-flat
beds in Business Class and
direct aisle access guaranteed.
With over 6ft to stretch out in, you can
choose your own sleeping position.
Your very own Food & Beverage Manager
will serve you what you want when
you want.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to book
your next trip on Etihad Airways

STYLE & DESIGN

Sales Call
How to shop Europe’s outlet malls.
BY ELLISE PIERCE

T

humbing through neat stacks of long-sleeved

tees with Zadig & Voltaire’s signature skull design emblazoned on the back, I realized I could’ve been anywhere in
Paris – in the boutique’s outpost in the Marais, or the one I
frequent in the sixth arrondissement. But I wasn’t. I was at the wellknown French retailer’s discount store, in a place I swore years ago I
would never set foot in again: an outlet mall.
This wasn’t some American beside-the-highway shopping center with mediocre fashions and all-you-can-eat buffets. I was at La
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Vallée Village, part of the Chic Outlet Shopping
Our kind of sightchain of nine malls in seven European counseeing: Shoppers
tries, and I learned that outlet shopping doesn’t
at La Vallée Village.
always mean castoffs from past seasons in sizes
either too large or too small.
Instead of taking one of three buses that leave from the city center
(not far from the Louvre) each day, I hopped into my car and drove
the zippy 45 minutes on the A4 east of Paris to the small town of Serris, where Le Vallée Village sits not far from the highway and adjacent

With the Lufthansa Group airlines, our passengers’ travel horizons have
expanded to cover 450 destinations in more than 120 countries. Combining
the route networks of Lufthansa, Austrian Airlines, Brussels Airlines and
Swiss International Air Lines facilitates travel to almost anywhere in the world.
For more information, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

STYLE & DESIGN
In the bag:
Designer deals.
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Just beyond one of the two
entrances, the Burberry women’s
store beckoned, and I found prices
that were 50 percent off retail,
along with lots of other choice
pieces in a full range of sizes.
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HERE’S THE DEAL

What you need to know about discount shopping abroad.
WHERE In addition to the
France location, shoppers
can find Chic Outlet malls
in Belgium, England, Germany, Ireland, Italy, and Spain.
PRICES Although prices at
Chic Outlet malls are always
at least 33 percent off retail
(which is about what you’ll
find in Europe for the annual
January and July sales), I found
tags far below this in most
stores. Add the VAT refund on
top of that (it’s 19.6 percent in
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France), and you’re often looking at less than wholesale.

Sandro, and Gerard Darel.
DON’T MISS

TOP SHOPS Each Chic Out-

let mall has a big luxury brand
presence – Tod’s, Valentino,
Versace, Mulberry – plus
destination-centric shops
such as Zadig & Voltaire in
France, Alexander McQueen
at Bicester Village in England, and Custo Barcelona
in Spain’s Las Rozas Village.
Other French favorites: Antik
Batik, Max Mara, Joseph,

Marni: A fashionista magnet.
Loro Piana: Classic cashmere.
Bonpoint: For well-dressed
enfants.
Villeroy & Boch: For belles
café au laits.
Tumi or Samsonite: To haul
it home.
favORITE fIND A Céline
shopper tote for 792 euros
(reduced from 1,200).
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Micato Safaris –The Nine -Time Winner
Travel+Leisure World’s Best Awards
For an unprecedented ninth year, the readers of Travel+Leisure have
named Micato Safaris the #1 World’s Best Safari Outfitter, with an
astonishing 97.97 score. Needless to say, we’re on cloud nine.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today.

And, For the Second Time,
We’ve Won Two
CONDÉ NAST TRAVELER

World Savers Awards:

EDUCATION INITIATIVES
and
DOING IT ALL RIGHT
Safaris are our business, but sustainable change is our passion. This
year we’re celebrating the 25th anniversary of our non-profit arm
AmericaShare. We’re proud to change lives through our School
Sponsorship Programme and the Micato One-for-One Commitment:
For every safari sold, we send an African child to school.

to a quiet, tidy neighborhood of eggshellcolored houses, none more than two stories high. Neat.
As is La Vallée Village itself, a hamlet
of boutiques that resemble quaint French
houses, complete with gabled rooftops
and a wide cobblestoned walkway running
through the middle. Just beyond one of the
two entrances, the Burberry women’s store
beckoned, and I found prices that were 50
percent off retail – a lined double-breasted
raincoat for 600 euros instead of 1,195 –
along with lots of other choice pieces in a
full range of sizes.
Which is how it works. At any given time,
the stock in each of La Vallée Village’s 90plus boutiques is from the same season the
year before; nothing is more than 12 months
old. So if you’re shopping in the spring, you’ll
find spring clothes, with new merchandise
arriving sometimes twice weekly.
Finding different sizes or colors was easy,
and I encountered unexpectedly friendly
customer service. Salespeople smiled, they
were helpful, and they all spoke English.

“Virtuoso clients receive an additional
ten percent discount when shopping
at any of the nine villages.”
– Patty Shachat,
Middleton, Massachusetts

I left a few hours later with a Ralph Lauren sleeveless denim dress marked down
to 40 euros from 145. Then I stopped into
Starbucks for my usual double-tall latte,
which is just the sort of thing you might
find at an outlet store in the U.S., and a box
of caramel mousse fleur de sel chocolates
at La Maison du Chocolat, which you definitely wouldn’t.
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ADVERTISEMENT

a gourmet city
Dine at the world’s oldest restaurant; enjoy haute cuisine in a Michelin-starred
establishment; discover cutting-edge menus created by talented young chefs; go
from district to district savouring the local specialities; treat yourself to delicious
tapas in traditional taverns dating back over a hundred years. There are gastronomic
experiences you can only have in Madrid.
HAUTE CUISINE
Madrid takes its food seriously: it’s
an art form and part of the city’s way
of life. Along with the modern twists
comes our deeply rooted traditional
cuisine, seen in typical dishes such
as cocido madrileño and customs
like going out for hot chocolate and
churros. Madrid is also the capital of
signature and fusion cuisine, while fare
from all corners of the world can be
found here as well.

A DISTINCTIVE CHARACTER
Every part of Madrid has its
own gastronomic identity. For a
sophisticated atmosphere and
gourmet shops go to Salamanca;
discover tradition in the Literary
Quarter; sample dishes from the world
over in Lavapiés; enjoy a taste of the
exotic in Chueca; visit a café with a
fascinating history in Las Salesas or sit
out on the lively open-air terraces in La
Latina. In Madrid, every establishment
has its own distinctive character.
Oxtail (Casa Alberto)

Plaza Mayor

Bodega La Ardosa

WINE CULTURE
Talking of distinction, we cannot
forget wine. There are wines to
taste, savour and share. Varieties to
discover. In Madrid, wine is a culture
and wine tourism is becoming
increasingly popular.

DESIGNATION OF ORIGIN
In Madrid’s restaurants, old-established
tapas bars and wine bars you can
enjoy a glass of the finest from Spain
and abroad. The Madrid region
produces its own wines too, thanks
to its excellent climate. Wines with
the Vinos de Madrid designation of
origin are yet another attraction of the
capital’s gastronomy.
COCKTAILS
You can stay out until the small
hours any day of the week in Madrid.
Cocktail bars are the place to be and
there are venues for every taste right
across the city, although it is the bars
around Gran Vía, where the legendary
Chicote can be found, that brought
this cosmopolitan custom to Madrid in
the 1930s.
Plan your visit at esMADRID.com

Madrid for foodies
Package for 2 includes:
∙ Private cooking class with market
visit. Meet our top local cooking
teacher at our favourite local
market and then proceed to her
home for your cooking class.
La Cocina de San Antón

The best of the Spanish pantry:
∙ Your host is a Spanish chef that owes
one of the most prestigious catering
firms in Madrid.
∙ He will take you to a shop full of Iberian
sausages like chorizo and lomo selected
preserves, colorful tins of seafood, wine
bottles and the famous dry-cured jamón
ibérico de bellota, fresh and old goat or
sheep cheeses.
∙ With tasting comes learning and
appreciation. You will not only sample,
for instance, a selection of top Spanish
olive oils, but find out how they were
produced and where and what makes
each one unique.

Restaurante Pandelujo

∙ You will also learn how to choose,
appreciate and best use olives and olive
oil for yourself. The same might be said
about the excellent wines you will be
invited to taste.
∙ You will get an expert’s take on the
products as well as an insider’s view of their
role in culture. In Spain, food and culture
are so closely linked that to talk about one
is to talk about the other. So taste, learn
and enjoy, as these products are the true
Michelin stars of Spanish gastronomy.
Net price for minimum of 2 people,
from 500 euros.
For reservations, please contact your
Virtuoso travel advisor.

∙ Tapas tour with wine pairing.
Enjoy a stroll with one of our top
local guides through Madrid’s Old
Quarter visiting the Plaza Mayor
and stopping in 2 or 3 bars to try a
variety of the traditional flavors of
Spain. Learn about the history of
tapas and experience the tastes and
atmosphere of the Spanish tapeo.
∙ Half-day shopping tour including
specialty food and wine shops.
∙ Access to reservations at the best
local restaurants
∙ Special gift, especially for foodies
Net price for minimum
of 2 people, from 1,635 euros.
For reservations, please contact your
Virtuoso travel advisor
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The contents of every suitcase tell a story, from breezy beachwear bound for
the sands of the Maldives to a faux-fur hot water bottle destined for Saint-Moritz.
Truth be told, for some of us, part of the anticipation of a grand getaway
is getting in a little pre-trip shopping. We’ve rounded up the journeys and the looks
to inspire your next packing list – wherever you’re going. BY MARIKA CAIN

PHOTO CREDIT

Photography: Chris Plavidal Market editors: Maya Judd and Jacqui Spielman Styling: Heidi Adams

Dror for Tumi expandable carry-on, $895, www.tumi.com. In the suitcase: Yellow Helmut Lang
dress, $530, www.helmutlang.com; Theory top, $190, www.theory.com; Matta pouch, $110,
www.mattany.com. Tumi Bedford Stamford Weekender, $2,495. At right: Paul Smith sunglasses,
$300, www.oliverpeoples.com; The Sak cosmetic bag, $25, www.amazon.com; Theory sweater,
$225; White + Warren cashmere wrap, $295, www.whiteandwarren.com
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FLIGHT
PLAN
Now boarding snappy
in-transit looks.

THE TRIP
Whether you’re bound for the Left Bank or the Lesser
Antilles, getting there with with maximum comfort and
minimum sweatpants is a worthwhile pursuit. We took
inspiration from Madrid’s Barajas Airport for an
in-transit look that’s classic, fun, and rumple-proof.

THE highlights
TERMINAL COOL: Designed by Pritzker Prizewinning architect Richard Rogers, the naturallight-flooded airport’s Terminal 4 features bridges
crisscrossing “canyons” and treelike support pillars
in graduated citrus colors.

PREFLIGHT WINE FLIGHTS: Shop outposts of
Spanish-grown retailers Mango and Zara before
moving on to the serene Iberia lounge in the Terminal 4 satellite. There, wines (and showers) flow, and
a wall of glass looks out over the runway.
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(AIRPORT) Sandra Raccanello/SIME,
(madrid) sime/estock photo

CLASSY TAPAS: Have a parting (or welcome) meal
at El Madroño, the sit-down restaurant outside
security in Terminal 4, where the seasonal menu
might include watermelon gazpacho or mushroom
cream with bacon, dates, and a shrimp skewer.

Paul Smith sunglasses, $370,
www.oliverpeoples.com

THE LOOK

Dinosaur Designs necklace,
$280, www.dinosaur
designs.com.au

White + Warren
cashmere wrap,
$245, www.white
andwarren.com

Lilla P sweater, $182,
www.lillap.com

Barajas Airport,
Madrid’s Plaza del
Callao, and Iberia’s
color-coordinated fleet.

Jao Goe Oil moisturizer
($32) and lip balm ($6),
www.thebirchstore.com

Meredith Wendell bag, $395,
www.josephstores.com
Jacques Levine moccasins, $184, www.
neimanmarcus.com
CourtShop jeans, $117,
www.courtshop.com
S E P T E M B E R | O CTO B E R 2 0 1 2
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SUIT UP
A stay in the Maldives invites
barefoot glamour.

THE TRIP
Scientific fact: The fabulousness of a beach – and
a beach wardrobe – increases in proportion to its distance from your house. Case in point: the Maldives, the
Indian Ocean archipelago of 1,190 mostly uninhabited
islands. White coral sand and pool-blue water lure divers,
surfers, and beach connoisseurs to resorts such as
Taj Exotica, where 64 villas fan out along a wisp of
an island in a 200-acre lagoon. Doubles from $1,300,
including breakfast daily and one dinner for two.

THE highlights
BIG DILEMMA: Beach villa with plunge pool and
outdoor shower in a private garden? Or overwater lagoon suite with a pool and sand-filled deck
suspended over the ocean? The road to relaxation
is paved with tough calls.
SELF-SERVE SEAFOOD: Hook a red snapper
or skipjack tuna on an evening fishing excursion
aboard a traditional Maldivian dhoni (wooden sailing boat), and a hotel chef will prepare it for your
lunch the following day.
FEEL-GOOD FACTOR: In a nation under threat
from rising sea levels, every effort at environmentalism counts. Taj Exotica harvests rainwater and
bottles it on-site, landscapes with endemic species
that don’t require extra water, and operates an ecofriendly dive center.
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Clockwise from top: Taj
Exotica from above, the
Taj’s Rehendi Villa, the
Maldives, and a dhoni.

THE LOOK

Oliver Peoples sunglasses,
$405, www.oliverpeoples.com

Albertus Swanepoel hat, $250,
www.albertusswanepoel.com

Devon Leigh 18-karat
gold earrings, $320, www.
amazon.com

Dinosaur Designs
bangles, $55 (small) and
$105 (large), www.
dinosaurdesigns.com.au

Matta purse, $133,
www.mattany.com

OndadeMar swimsuit, $194, www.
ondademar.com

(ISLANDS) DOMINIC SANSONI/Alamy,
(BOAT) Atlantide Phototravel/Corbis

Jean-Michel Cazabat sandals, $295,
www.amazon.com

Priti NYC nail polishes,
$13 each, www.
pritinyc.com
Calypso St. Barth
caftan, $345, www.
calypsostbarth.com
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SNOW
BOUND
A Saint-Moritz getaway calls for
sparkling style.

THE TRIP
For a slopeside holiday that leaves no stop unpulled, it
has to be Saint-Moritz. Whether you’re schussing down
from Piz Nair’s 10,000-foot peak or plunging into the
après-ski scene, lay your head at the Carlton Hotel
St. Moritz, where all 60 junior suites and suites look
out across Lake Saint-Moritz and a new top-floor Carlton
Penthouse has five terraces and balconies for 360degree alpine views. Doubles from $800, including
breakfast daily and an $80 spa credit. Hotel open December 14 through April 1. Guests staying two nights can
purchase lift tickets for $25 per day.

THE highlights
FIRST TRACKS: Early birds can hop a gondola at
7:45 AM for a bracing, uncrowded run at Corviglia –
a three-minute drive from the hotel.

ALPENGLOW: The blingiest bath on offer at the hotel’s 13,000-square-foot spa: the Gold Temptation,
a 20-minute soak imbued with 23-karat gold leaf.
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(SAINT-MORITZ) SIME/eStock Photo,
(HORSES) Romilly Lockyer/GETTY IMAGES

LAST CALL: Cozy up with a snifter of something
velvety the way nature intended: in an over-the-top
outfit snuggled in front of one of the Carlton Bar’s
two open fires.

THE LOOK
Sorrelli earrings, $120,
www.amazon.com

Lacoste sweater, $245,
www.lacoste.com
Albertus Swanepoel hat,
$400, www.albertus
swanepoel.com

Smith goggles, $140,
www.smithoptics.com
The Carlton’s terrace,
Saint-Moritz, and the
annual White Turf race.

Echo Touch gloves, $78,
www.thebirchstore.com

Theory pants, $995,
www.theory.com

Moore and Moore hot
water bottle, $62, www.
mooreandmoore
textiles.com

Pajar faux fur boots,
$525, www.pajar.com
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CASBAH
COOL
Chart a fashionable course
through Morocco.

THE TRIP
Live out a Talitha Getty fantasy during 12 days in Morocco with Absolute Travel. The private journey begins
in Marrakech and ends in Casablanca, with forays into
the High Atlas and the Sahara’s edge – and Yves Saint
Laurent’s former Marrakech haunt. Departures: Any day
through 2012; from $14,090.

THE highlights
haute garden: Spend an afternoon in the
cobalt wonderland of Jardin Majorelle, the botanical garden that French painter Jacques Majorelle
created and the late Yves Saint Laurent eventually
bought. Amid the palms, cactuses, and bamboo a
memorial to the late designer stands.
desert Stage: Cross the High Atlas Mountains
to Skoura, the wealthy oasis at the edge of the
Sahara with scenery straight from Lawrence of
Arabia – literally: The casbah Aït-Ben-Haddou set
the stage for parts of the iconic film. Spend three
nights at Dar Ahlam, a nineteenth-century casbah
hotel – with a swimming pool and perfume parlor.
SLIPPER SHOPPING: Comb the market stalls of
Fès’ ancient medina for babouches (leather slippers) – they’re renowned as Morocco’s finest.
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Clockwise from top:
Jardin Majorelle,
babouches, Aït-BenHaddou, and Fès life.

THE LOOK

Paul Smith sunglasses,
$270, www.oliver
peoples.com

Dori Csengeri earrings, $162, www.
doricsengeri.com

Matta cashmere
scarf, $819, www.
mattany.com

Dinosaur Designs necklace ($810) and bracelet
($390), www.dinosaur
designs.com.au

(JARDIN MAJORELLE) Michele Falzone/AWL
Images, (SHOES) SIME/eStock Photo,
(CASTLE) Guenter Rossenbach/Corbis,
(WOMEN) SIME/eStock Photo

Medina Moroccan-made
belt, $79, www.the
birchstore.com

DV by Dolce Vita wedges,
$79, www.endless.com

Meredith Wendell bag,
$795, 212/228-4899

Cool Change jumpsuit,
$225, www.calypso
stbarth.com
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Hotel C
Fashion designers turn their
discerning eyes toward hotels
to create catwalk-ready getaways.
By Ali Basye

Stylish stays, clockwise from left: Armani Hotel Milano,
Hotel Missoni Edinburgh, and Rome’s Portrait Suites.
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outure
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ashion, Coco Chanel once said, does not exist in
dresses only. “Fashion is in the sky, in the street; fashion has to do with
ideas, the way we live, what is happening.” One can imagine, then, that Mme.
Chanel would’ve supported the current trend of fashion designers turning
from outfitting human forms to opening high-end hotels. Now well-heeled
travelers can not only dress in head-to-toe Giorgio Armani, they can also lounge
on a chaise he personally selected, in a room painted in his signature colors and
swathed in his preferred fabrics, sipping the prosecco he deems di qualità superiore.
For fans of the label, it’s the next best thing to being invited to the designer’s own home.
We spoke with three legends of Italian fashion – Armani, Rosita Missoni, and Leonardo
Ferragamo – about the appeal of designing hotels, guest-room must-haves, and what
a fashion designer brings to the world of hospitality. The designers’ frequent-flyer lifestyles
coupled with stiletto-high standards result in properties that are like the best of fashion:
beautiful, luxurious, and, yes, comfortable.

GIORGIO ARMANI

Giorgio Armani launched a revolution
in the 1970s when he clothed men – and,
soon after, women – in elegant, minimalist suits that offered a startling departure
from starched, traditional dressing. Over
time, Armani built an empire, licensing
everything from flowers and chocolates
to restaurants and fragrances. His sleek
line of household goods and furniture led
to Armani Hotel Dubai, a 160-room hotel
that opened in 2010 in the world’s tallest
building. Armani Hotel Milano followed
in 2011, and plans are in the works to open
additional properties. The hotels share
the designer’s famed aesthetic, featuring
dark leather, marble floors, his own line
of furnishings, and a subdued, sexy gray
and beige palette. Travelers eager to
take the label home can shop the boutiques (there are three in Armani Hotel
Dubai alone).
Why the hotel business?
“For many years I had dreamed of
creating a total Armani lifestyle for my
customers. As I began to really under-

suite pick:
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stand the process of designing interiors, I
started to think about a hotel as a perfect
place to express my idea of an Armani
lifestyle. The hotel would be a reflection of my idea of aesthetics, luxury,
service, and hospitality: a place I would
enjoy staying at and that would make my
clients feel at home.”
How does hotel design compare
with fashion design?
“I have always believed that I am designing for someone, rather than just for
myself. I do not create clothing for the
catwalk, photo shoots, or the red carpet,
but for real people in real situations.
Designing a hotel is all about the same
things – how should the spaces look, of
course, but also how can I make them
comfortable? So, you see, the creative
step from designing fashion to designing
hotels is not so great after all.”
Something guests will never
find in one of your hotels:
“Opulent, over-the-top, suffocating
interior design.”

Armani Signature Suite, Armani Hotel Milano

➥ Watch a video of Armani’s fall
fashion show.

The sweeping staircase in this two-floor, 2,185-square-foot suite evokes a high-fashion atelier, but the
private gym and cinema feel positively high roller. Suite from $8,489.

Recommended dish in one
of your hotel restaurants:
“A traditional Milanese risotto, which is
superb in its simplicity.”
Go-to getaway:
“The volcanic island of Pantelleria, just
off the coast of Sicily. It is a place of harsh
beauty, which is not to everyone’s taste,
but I find it a wonderful retreat, full of
a sense of wild and untamed nature.”
Up next:
“I am working on how to open a few more
hotels and resorts.”

The man and his hotels, clockwise from top right: Armani Milano
lobby and pool, Dubai guest room and exterior, and Armani himself.
Below: Rosita Missoni and her favorite detail.

ROSITA MISSONI

Missoni is a storied Italian family dynasty founded in 1953 by
Rosita and Ottavio “Tai” Missoni.
Together the couple grew their
knitwear business into one of
history’s most iconic fashion
labels, bringing their children
and grandchildren into a business
that has become as famous for its
family as its zigzag, geometricprint knits. By the late 1990s,
Rosita had grown tired of fashion
and retired, leaving the company
in the hands of her daughter. But
she soon returned (“Idle didn’t
suit me,” she says) as creative

director of Missoni Home, a
line of interior accessories and
furnishings. Hotel opportunities
emerged, with Hotel Missoni Edinburgh opening along the Royal
Mile shopping district in 2006,
followed by another in the Middle
East, with more to come. Their
interiors sport the label’s signature colorful palette, but Rosita
takes care to consider hospitality
first. “When you travel,” she says,
“nothing feels better than to be
welcomed and relaxed.”
Why the hotel business?
“We started because Rezidor
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Hotel Missoni
Edinburgh,
outside
and in.

[Hotel Group] offered us this chance! They thought we could
bring something special to hotels. Missoni has this style that
has become iconic, not just the designs but our lifestyle.”
Three adjectives that describe your hotel brand:
“Hospitable, stylish, and charming.”
How do you balance Missoni’s fun factor with
functionality?
“Everything I choose for the hotels is soft and nice, even
down to the menus in the restaurant. So it’s not a question of
impressing people with the ‘wow,’ the color, and pattern, but
a way of welcoming them and making them feel at home.”
Favorite detail:
“The Missoni kilts the doormen wear in Edinburgh. One of the
men who worked for us at the time came to the hotel’s opening
party in a Missoni kilt. It was so good that we said we have to
have our doormen wear those.”

suite pick:
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Rosa Suite, Hotel Missoni Edinburgh

Hotel room peeve:
“I hate heavy furniture, like when you need someone to pull out your
chair. The Hans Wegner Wishbone chairs we have are a masterpiece of
shape and comfort and lightness. I also have them in my dining room
at home in oak and black.”
What do you look for in a hotel?
“I like rooms that are fresh and clean. The first thing I requested with
our hotels is I didn’t want to have carpeting in the bedrooms – it’s the
dirtiest thing you can find.
I also love adjustable lights on the side of the bed. My husband
likes to read in bed, and so that was one of the things I added. And,
of course, it’s nice to have a mirror where you can look at yourself
from top to toe.”
Favorite places:
“I am very keen on flea markets, and London and Paris have the best
flea markets. I love New York because it’s unique and offers so many
opportunities. I would like to have a hotel there someday.”

Bathed in scarlet and fuchsia and peppered with black-and-white check, this 592-square-foot onebedroom retreat (pictured above, bottom left) is just the room you’d imagine a glamorous magazine
editor reserving. Suite from $1,238.

ANYWHERE ELSE
THIS WOULD BE A ROOM WITH A VIEW.
But this hotel, overlooking the Negev’s 200-million-year-old
Ramon Crater, gives you a breathtaking window into history.
Of course, Israel provides other extraordinary windows.
You can choose to stay in ancient Jerusalem or modern
Tel Aviv, two of the world’s great cities. From either one it’s
an easy day trip to a relaxing spa on the Dead Sea, camping
in the desert, or enjoying the delicious local food and wine
in a cozy bed and breakfast in the Galilee.

goisrael.com

There’s a little bit of Israel in all of us.
Come find the Israel in you.

Other
Stylish Stays
Bulgari Hotels
& Resorts
a century of craftsmanship extends
to contemporary
hospitality.
Since the first of its three
hotels in partnership with
Ritz-Carlton opened in
Milan in 2004, Bulgari,
the 128-year-old Italian
luxury-goods house, has
stood by its straightforward philosophy:
“contemporary luxury
in hospitality.” Rare,
lavish materials accent
expansive, bold interiors
that reflect the statement-making graphics of
Bulgari’s line of jewelry,
leather goods, watches,
and fragrances. Guest
rooms and spas feature,
of course, the brand’s
signature toiletries and
fragrances. Overseen
until last year by longtime
CEO Francesco Trapani,
the great-grandson of
founder Sotirios Voulgaris, the brand has also
opened a lush seaside
resort in Bali and a posh
hotel in London.

Leonardo Ferragamo

Salvatore Ferragamo was so obsessed
with crafting the best possible heel, he
studied anatomy and mathematics in
order to master the perfect fit. Ninety
years later, his label’s collection of hotels,
called the Lungarno Collection, offers as
much attention to detail, with suites as
glamorous and comfortable as his famous
footwear. A standout feature is the hotels’
appreciation of art: The properties each
feature exquisite collections, and Florence
is home to the Museo Salvatore Ferragamo
and a boutique offering a limited number
of heritage reproductions, such as the
ruby slippers created for Judy Garland in
The Wizard of Oz and Marilyn Monroe’s
reinforced-heel stilettos. Salvatore’s son,
Leonardo Ferragamo, joined the family
business in 1973 and is chairman of
the Lungarno Collection. The hotels’
intent, Leonardo says, is to express his
family’s culture of hospitality and the
timeless style and elegance of the Ferragamo brand.
Why the hotel business?
“Creativity, beauty, and substance have
always been aspects of our identity.
Fashion and hospitality have a lot in
common. This goes beyond merely
designing attractive furnishings and
providing high-standard service; it also
means creating an atmosphere.”

rare location, art, and always a special atmosphere born from the right mix of music, service, elegance, and style. You can
even say these characteristics are conditio
sine qua non, which means these elements
are indispensable and essential ingredients. We highly respect the culture, origin,
and history of the locations we choose.”
Attributes a fashion designer
brings to hotel design:
“Attention to detail and the sensitivity
of quality in the choice of material. Above

How did you choose your hotels?
“The hotels in our collection each have a

From top: Leonardo Ferragamo,
famed footwear,
and Portrait
Suites.
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all, the right combination between design (aesthetics) and
comfort (substance).”
Favorite hotel outside
of your brand:
“The Mandarin Oriental,
Hong Kong. This hotel has
been my point of reference for
the last 23 years. With all the
changes taking place, Mandarin Oriental remained true to
its values and stayed a global
icon of hospitality.”
Favorite spot in your
collection:
“The terrace of Hotel Lungarno’s restaurant, Borgo San
Jacopo. It is like a dining table
right on the Arno River with
views onto the Ponte Vecchio.

There, you can enjoy a casual
breakfast, business lunch,
or even a romantic dinner.
[Order the] Quartet for a light,
dignified lunch.”
Most coveted room
amenity:
“The Tuscan Soul bathroom
amenities by Salvatore Ferragamo Parfums.”
Best way for a hotel
guest to get a Ferragamo shopping fix:
“A free visit to the Ferragamo
Museum. Guests of our Florence suites receive a private
guided tour of the Ferragamo
Creations Santa Trinita
Boutique, as well as special
surprises for shopping there.”

From top: Hotel Lungarno’s Ponte Vecchio views, Borgo San Jacopo restaurant, and Studio Suite Torre.

suite pick:
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Studio Suite Torre, Hotel Lungarno

Play Rapunzel in this cozy suite (pictured above, bottom) housed in the 800-year-old Marsili Tower,
featuring original medieval bricks, a sunny loft, a canopy bed, and floor-to-ceiling windows, the better
to hang your hair from. Suite from $604.

Majesty and Wonder
Aboard the Silver Shadow ®
$1,000 per suite
onboard
spending credit
From fabled lands in Asia to breathtaking wonders in Australia,
navigate intimate waterways and grand harbours aboard a ship of stunning design and
all-inclusive elegance. Indulge in unparalleled service, cuisine and enrichment, and discover the world in style.

Silver Shadow—the epitome of luxury.
-3(,3#ũ-"ũ#+#%-3Ĕũ6(3'ũ.-+8ũĊđĉũ%4#232ũěũSpacious ocean-view suites, most with private verandas
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Australia, Asia and the Pacific
Sydney to Auckland
#/132ũ -418ũČĔũĉćĈĊũěũĈČũ"82
Virtuoso fares from $7,999*

Singapore to Hong Kong
#/132ũ# 1418ũĉĎĔũĉćĈĊũěũĒũ"82
Virtuoso fares from $5,999*

Hong Kong to Singapore
#/132ũ/1(+ũĉĔũĉćĈĊũěũĒũ"82
Virtuoso fares from $5,499*

Sydney to Benoa (Bali)
#/132ũ# 1418ũĈĔũĉćĈĊũěũĈČũ"82
Virtuoso fares from $5,999

Singapore to Singapore
#/132ũ 1!'ũĈĎĔũĉćĈĊũěũĐũ"82
Virtuoso fares from $4,999*

Hong Kong to Tokyo
#/132ũ/1(+ũĉĉĔũĉćĈĊũěũĈČũ"82
Virtuoso fares from $6,999*

*Fares include Free Airfare and Transfers.

Enjoy exclusive Voyager Club® benefits, including a complimentary shore
event and welcome reception on each of these Virtuoso-hosted voyages.

Call your Virtuoso travel advisor today for details.

These offers are available on new bookings for these select 2012 sailings only. Bookings that are cancelled and re-booked do not qualify. 1/4/13, 2.25/13, 3/15/13, 4/2/13, 4/22/13 Fares include economy air and transfers; 2/1/13 air is
not included but is available from $1,699 per person. Fares are in US dollars, per guest, based on double occupancy and include port charges, government fees and taxes. Fares are capacity controlled, are likely to increase, and do not
guarantee suite availability due to limited inventory. Additional restrictions may apply All fares, savings, offers, itineraries and programs are subject to change without notice. All information contained herein is accurate and in effect at
time of publication. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors and omissions, and to cancel any offered product or service in the event of such error or omission. Visit Silversea.com for complete Terms &Conditions. Ships’ registry:
Bahamas. Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities and events are subject to change without notice. Virtuoso Voyager Club events require a minimum/maximum number of participants and may not be combinable with other offers. Space is
limited, black-out dates and restrictions may apply.

The Suite Life
Not all designers take on the task of styling an entire property. Some work on
a smaller scale, infusing special rooms with their fashionable aesthetic.

Claridge’s, London
 Diane von Furstenberg Suites:
The floral, jungle, and ethnic prints
from von Furstenberg’s iconic wrap
dresses are splashed across two
unique suites that feature luxurious
fabrics, carved wood furniture, and
photographs from the designer’s
own travels. Grand Piano Suite
from $4,797.

Claridge’s Diane von
Furstenberg-designed
Grand Piano Suite.

The Plaza Hotel, New York
 Eloise Suite by Betsey Johnson:
Who better than the perpetually
youthful Johnson to design this pink,
pink, and even more pink homage to
Kay Thompson’s beloved Plaza-dwelling character, Eloise? From $1,550.
ROUND HILL HOTEL & VILLAS,
MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA
 Pineapple House by
Ralph Lauren: The designer’s
classic Americana style swathes four
460-square-foot oceanfront rooms
on the second and first floors of this
secluded house, but with an airy,
tropical twist. From $250.
The St. Regis New York

 Dior Suite: Inspired by the House
of Dior’s famed Parisian atelier and
wrapped in its signature “whispering
gray,” this 1,700-square-foot suite
includes dining and living rooms.
From $9,500.

 Tiffany Suite: Live the posh life
Holly Golightly only dreamed of in this
1,700-square-foot suite by Tiffany &
Co. accented in its trademark blue.
From $9,500.
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The Eloise Suite at
The Plaza Hotel.

Dior à la St. Regis
New York.

Vacation time is too precious not to
every minute.

Thanks to the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee and this Summer’s Olympic Games,
London most certainly has jumped to the top of your dream vacation list. When
you have dreamed of visiting Britain forever – every moment there should be perfect!
And touring with Globus makes sure of it. We’ll find the perfect hotels in the heart
of Britain’s best cities, give you VIP access to the must-see attractions such as St.
Paul’s Cathedral, arrange all your transportation, and even provide a local Tour Guide
to ensure everything goes smoothly. Your only task is to relax and enjoy.

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor today for complimentary
transfers in Britain when traveling with the Globus family of brands.*
*Book a 2013 Globus, Cosmos or Monograms Italy, Britain or Ireland vacation through a Virtuoso agency and receive free airport transfers in the destination city between airport and hotel. Offer is not
applicable to extra night transfers. This only applies to vacations in Italy, Great Britain, Ireland, Wales, Northern Ireland, Scotland, and does not include multi-country vacations which include the European
Continent. Booking must be made and under deposit between July 1, 2012 and December 31, 2013 for travel commencing by December 31, 2013. Valid with other offers, on FIT and Group bookings, and
applies to new 2013 bookings only. Must mention code FREE T. Offer reliant on space availability. Full cancellation penalties will apply. Additional restrictions may apply.

SOHO

Soho street scene, and
(opposite) inside the Rem
Koolhaas-designed Prada store.
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PHOTO CREDIT

NAVIGATED

A curated guide to the best
of a classic NYC style destination.

PHOTO CREDIT

BY JENNI AVINS

PHOTOGRAPHY BY
RAYMOND PATRICK
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Clockwise from
left: The MoMA
store, Kiosk, Soho
street style, and
Kirna Zabête. Opposite: On time at
the MoMA store.

Soho can
overwhelm even
the most seasoned
New York shopper.
Although crowds sometimes clog the sidewalks in front of the Prada, Burberry, and Chanel outposts, you’re rarely more than a block
away from a cobblestoned side street, a quiet bench, or – let’s be honest – a brilliant boutique. With a little direction and local knowledge,
weaving your way among the stores and restaurants south of Houston Street can make for a spectacular day – and then some.
One of the most civilized aspects of a day in Soho is that it’s unlikely to begin much before 11 am, when many of the neighborhood’s
shops open. Start with a leisurely breakfast at Balthazar, Keith McNally’s sprawling Spring Street bistro. It’s popular for good reason,
so you won’t regret making a reservation. In a pinch, hungry patrons
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can order a full breakfast at the zinc bar or grab coffee and one of
Balthazar’s homemade croissants, doughnuts, or tartines at its bakery next door. The benches out front double as people-watching
perches as European travelers, off-duty models, and local creative
types begin another day in the neighborhood.
FOR THE HOME
Just across from Balthazar, the MoMA store’s downtown outpost
stocks the best of the museum’s memorabilia: prints of Mark Rothko’s Untitled color fields and Jasper Johns’ Map, Stefano Giovannonidesigned Alessi toasters and rainbow-hued tumblers, and stacks of
coffee-table tomes. There’s even a substantial toy corner to satisfy
little ones awaiting souvenirs back home.
For more in the realm of elevated everyday objects, wander along
Spring Street across Broadway and follow the pink neon arrow up
the graffiti-laden stairs to Kiosk. Here, owners Marco Romeny and
Alisa Grifo display their favorite finds from around the world with
charming typewritten descriptions of each selection. In contrast
to the MoMA store, Kiosk’s assortment focuses on old-fashioned

a day in soho
is unlikely to begin
much before
11 am.
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People-watch
as european travelers,
off-duty models, and

Breakfast at Balthazar. Opposite:
Birdbath turns out organic treats
in the former Vesuvio Bakery.
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local creative types
begin another
day in the neighborhood.
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Balthazar

BALTHAZAR 80 Spring Street;
212/965-1414

KIRNA ZABÊTE 96 Greene
Street; 212/941-9656

BIRDBATH AT VESUVIO
160 Prince Street; 212/556-7720

MARC JACOBS
163 Mercer Street;
212/343-1490

objects, ranging from nostalgic kitsch (Florida-made citrus sippers
to stab into oranges) to exquisite industrial design (Norwegian steeland-beechwood cheese slicers). Many of the wares are functional: I
know one Soho artist who relishes wrapping his work for shipping
with a red metal Italian tape dispenser from Kiosk.

BLUE RIBBON BRASSERIE
97 Sullivan Street; 212/274-0404

DOWNTOWN DRESSING
Continue west along Spring Street and you’ll come upon artists selling handmade jewelry, hats, and paintings in front of Soho’s signature cast-iron loft buildings. The sidewalk tables are worth a look,
but more luxurious local flair awaits just north on Greene Street at
Kirna Zabête. The airy boutique with lilac floors is sophisticated
and arty, with an insouciant downtown edge – not unlike the rest
of the neighborhood. Colorful printed dresses by independent New
York-based designers such as first-lady favorites Prabal Gurung and
Jason Wu hang alongside sharply cut pieces from Rick Owens and
Alaïa (many in black – this is New York, after all). The two-story shop
doesn’t stop at accessories: Structured leather bags from Givenchy
and Céline line the shelves, and Lanvin jewelry glitters in the cases.
For more sparkle still, head up the block to Fragments, a Prince
Street jewelry institution since the 1980s. Founder Janet Goldman

CHANEL 139 Spring Street;
212/334-0055
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Marni
Vera Wang

Fragments
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and statement
clutches at
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BURBERRY 131 Spring Street;
212/925-9300

COSTUME NATIONAL
150 Greene Street;
212/431-1530
ERBE 196 Prince Street;
212/966-1445
FRAGMENTS 116 Prince Street;
212/334-9588
KIOSK 95 Spring Street;
212/226-8601

MARNI 161 Mercer Street, No. 1;
212/343-3912
MoMA DESIGN STORE
81 Spring Street;
646/613-1367
ONCE UPON A TART
135 Sullivan Street;
212/387-8869
PEGU CLUB 77 W. Houston
Street; 212/473-7348
PRADA 575 Broadway;
212/334-8888
VERA WANG
158 Mercer Street;
212/382-2184
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Discover

Sunny wines from sunny SouthWest Germany: www.tourism-bw.com

the taste of Germany

© Tourismus Marketing GmbH Baden-Württemberg

Good food, good wine, good company …
 That’s what we call a warm welcome here
in sunny Stuttgart and SouthWest Germany!

A Trump’s-eye view from the
Trump SoHo and (below) one
of the hotel’s five top-floor
penthouse suites.

STAY
For a mogul’s-eye view over lower Manhattan
with purchasing power to match, check into the
391-room Trump SoHo. Guests of the gleaming
46-story tower get a shopping card that entitles
them to discounts at neighborhood stores,
including Helmut Lang, the MoMA Design Store,
and La Perla. Beginning this fall, shoppers
can fete their purchases at the Trump’s newly
opened outpost of Japanese restaurant Koi or
the new Bartelier ultralounge. Doubles from
$425, including breakfast daily, shopping card,
and a $100 spa credit.
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EUROPE SHOP, DINE, EXPLORE
Sidewalk Cafe, Florence

Plaza de Cibeles, Madrid

Madrid - 5-star

FROM

$545*

INCLUDES 3 nights, Hotel Ritz Madrid. FEATURES buffet breakfast daily.
Plus Panoramic Madrid Night Tour, Flamenco & Spanish Dance at Florida Park & Tapas Dinner.
EXCLUSIVE 3rd night free.

Florence - 5-star

FROM

$695*

INCLUDES 4 nights, The Westin Excelsior, Florence. FEATURES buffet breakfast daily & Wine
Tasting & Appetizers at Gustavino Wine Bar. BONUS 4th night free.

Barcelona - 5-star

FROM

$989*

INCLUDES 3 nights, Hotel Arts Barcelona. FEATURES buffet breakfast daily & Tapas Evening
Walking Tour.
Prices do not include airfare. Ask about special air-inclusive rates from your city.

FOR RESERVATIONS, CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR TODAY.
*Conditions Apply: Prices do not include airfare. Special promotions valid on new bookings only. Prices are per person, based on double occupancy accommodations. Tour and land packages do not include meals
unless otherwise indicated. Savings reflect land prices only and vary by resort and travel dates. Resort credits are not redeemable for cash. Availability is limited. Rates and/or package prices are subject to holiday blackouts, peak period surcharges, and cancellation charges may be applicable of up to the full price paid depending on the package and when it is cancelled. Government imposed hotel and resort taxes and fees may not
be reflected in the advertised price and may be payable directly to the hotel and resort. Other restrictions may apply and vary by resort. Europe valid for travel thru 12/31/12. CST#2088177 ADV#706 SS 6/12

“For great vintage shopping,
check out What Goes Around
Comes Around on West Broadway
and Patina on Broome Street. On
Grand Street, Alexander Wang’s spectacular flagship (and only store) offers
accessories and clothing for men and
women. For a real NYC sit-down
meal, try Fanelli’s Café on Prince
Street.” – Eric J. Gordon,
Beyond Times Square
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Clockwise from top left: Birdbath
treats, dressed to shop, Greene
Street scene, a bauble from Fragments, and a Soho serenade.

MONACO
the “Cherry

on Top”

of any European Trip
THE PRINCIPALITY OF MONACO
Like a rich, tasty cherry atop a sweet dessert, Monaco is the
perfect place to “top off” your European vacation.
Abounding with sporting and cultural pursuits, Monaco’s
accessible location in Europe, via Nice’s Côte d’Azur
International Airport, allows for the perfect 3 - 5 day split trip.
Globetrotters will find Monaco lavishly sprinkled with great
museums, galleries and gardens,

award-winning spas,

Michelin-starred restaurants and highly-rated, world-

MONTE-CARLO, MONACO
Top off any European trip with
an iconic stay in Monaco,
centrally located near the
following great cities:

Côt e d’A zur Int’ l Air por t
NIC E, FRA NC E

7 min utes by heli cop ter
35 min utes by car
15 min utes by train
6 hou rs high spe ed train

ZUR ICH, SWI TZER LAN D
1.5 hour s by plane
5 hour s by train

PAR IS, FRA NC E

1.5 hou rs by plan e
6 hou rs by high spe ed train

renowned hotels. All of which are just a cherry stone’s throw
from each other, so you spend less time getting around, and
more time enjoying the local culture, cuisine, panoramas,
and…you!
SWEET DEAL: Discounted helicopter tranfers from Nice
to Monaco. To learn more, scan this QR code or visit
www.visitMonaco.com/virtuoso

RO ME , ITA LY

1.5 hou rs by plan e

LON DON , ENG LAN D

2 hour s by plane

A M S T ER D A M

, H O LL A N D

an e
2 ho ur s by pl

BA RC ELO N A , SP
A IN

2 ho ur s by pl an
e

BE RL IN , GE RM AN Y
2 hou rs by pla ne

treats her store like a gallery, showcasing work from a rotating roster of contemporary designers – and a collection that’s impressively
practical. Jordan Alexander’s leather laces, pavé diamonds, and peacock pearls pair as beautifully with jeans as they do with evening
wear, and for traveling, it’s tough to beat a pair of cherry quartz chandelier earrings for a pop of color.
OLD-WORLD INDULGENCE
If your energy is flagging or it’s simply time for a treat, continue west
along Prince Street to Birdbath, where melted-chocolate cookies
piled in the windows of the former Vesuvio Bakery entice passersby.
For more substantial sustenance, Once Upon a Tart, just up Sullivan Street, serves delicious soups, hearty salads, and, of course,
sweet and savory tarts.
Erbe, a 25-year-old spa on Prince Street’s quiet western edge, offers a different sort of restorative break. Here, the facials that have
hooked New York’s power publicists, actresses, models, and even
businessmen don’t rely on lasers, spinning brushes, or harsh chemicals. Instead, facialists employ a combination of steam, massage, and
Erbe’s Italian-made masques, scrubs, and essential oils. Tell partners
Carmen Miraglia and Annie Cheong if you’re flying in the future,
and they’ll share secrets for keeping skin dewy, even on an airplane.
STAR POWER
While locally owned businesses lend Soho its neighborhood charm,
big names cement the downtown district’s status as a shopping
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destination. The towering windows of the Rem Koolhaas-designed
Prada store overlook the corner of Broadway and Prince Street.
Cross the walkway alongside the store’s two-story “wave” into the
lower level and exit on Mercer Street. There, the smaller but equally
well-stocked Marni, Marc Jacobs, and Vera Wang stores beckon –
as does Costume National on Greene Street – with dresses, coats,
and accessories fit for world travelers and New Yorkers alike.
When it’s time to call it quits – and raise a glass to your purchases –
head north to Houston Street, where the bartenders at the secondfloor Pegu Club (named for a nineteenth-century British officers’
retreat) mix classic cocktails with fresh juices and house-made infusions. Whet your appetite with their signature concoction of London
dry gin, bitters, lime juice, and orange curaçao, then continue with
libations at Blue Ribbon Brasserie on Sullivan Street. The menu
here reads like a road map to indulgence, with standouts such as
beef marrow and oxtail marmalade, cheese fondue with bread from
Blue Ribbon’s bakery, and crisp fried chicken – all best enjoyed with
a martini. (They come in two sizes. Be warned: The smaller one inevitably leads to seconds.) The crowd is as varied as the menu, from
couples celebrating special occasions to neighborhood chefs coming
off their shifts, and it evolves as the night goes on – and on, and on.
Blue Ribbon stays open until 4 am. The stores may close when the day
is done, but Soho never sleeps.

(FRIED CHICKEN) STEVE HILL

From left: Kirna
Zabête, Erbe,
Blue Ribbon
Brasserie chicken, and a Pegu
Club cocktail.

THE FAIRMONT SUITE - SAN FRANCISCO

suite escapes
Book three consecutive nights in one of our breathtaking suites at
The Fairmont San Francisco or The Fairmont Sonoma Mission
Inn & Spa and enjoy the ~ FOURTH NIGHT FREE ~,
inclusive of Virtuoso amenities.*
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to learn more about the
magnificent suite options in San Francisco and California Wine
Country, and take advantage of this suite offer.
*Applicable for stays through December 30, 2012.
Offer is valid for new reservations only and is not combinable with other promotions

MISSION SUITES - SONOMA

Phoenix rising:
NASTAR Center’s stairway to space.
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THE GREAT

SPACE

COASTER
Climb aboard NASTAR Center’s
flight simulator
for an out-of-this-world experience.

By Michael Behar
Photography by Ken Kochey

On a drizzly summer
in
a
leafy
morning
Philadelphia suburb‚ I commence my

journey into space. The adventure

begins at the National AeroSpace Training
and Research (NASTAR) Center‚ a 20‚000-square-

foot complex of prosaic training bays and low-slung
offices in Southampton‚ Pennsylvania‚ where astronauts and
S E P T E M B E R | O CTO B E R 2 0 1 2
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fighter pilots get schooled on how to cope
with the rigors of high-performance flight.
At the moment, I’m inside the cockpit of a
$30 million centrifuge called Phoenix – the
world’s most sophisticated flight simulator – strapped into the pilot seat with a fivepoint safety harness, a contraption that
keeps passengers anchored during maneuvers such as the one I’m about to attempt.
Greg Kennedy, NASTAR Center’s director of education, sits at a panel in the mission control room. When he addresses me
through speakers embedded in the backrest, it’s as if his mouth is inches from my
ear. “Today, Michael, we are flying out of
Mojave,” he announces in a soothing voice.
“At 360,000 feet, you’ll be able to see the
California coastline.” The centrifuge begins to spin with me perched at the end of
its 25-foot-long rotating arm, gradually at
first, and then, with a sudden jolt, it accelerates fast enough to generate more than
3.5 g’s – or about three and a half times the
force of Earth’s gravity. This, my fellow
students and I are told, is what it feels like
to sit inside a spacecraft that zooms from
zero to Mach 3 (roughly 2,300 miles per
hour) in less than a minute.
The rollicking ride replicates the “flight
profile” of Virgin Galactic’s six-passenger
SpaceShipTwo, which will launch intrepid
tourists 60-plus miles high to the suborbital
boundary. Here, those on board will get up
to five minutes to frolic in zero gravity and
relish the views before heading home – a
free fall through the Earth’s atmosphere
followed by a gentle glide back to Spaceport
America in New Mexico. Virgin founder
Richard Branson has said he’ll be on the inaugural flight, scheduled for later next year.
NASTAR Center, which had been primarily a training center for military and commercial aviators in addition to astronauts,
is the first-ever FAA-approved facility for
commercial spaceflight and space tourism
training. It’s open to anyone who’d like to
sample the suborbital experience and is a
worthwhile (and genuinely fun) thing to do
whether or not you’re considering a trip into
space. The two-day course, which requires
students to get clearance from an FAAcertified physician, includes classroom lectures and six sessions in the centrifuge.
“This is the closest simulation you can
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Your brain on g’s:
The centrifuge in action.

get on Earth before taking off on the Virgin flights,” Brienna Henwood, NASTAR
Center’s director of space training and
research, tells me. “By doing this training,
you are going to enjoy your experience
much more.”

Roller coasters make me
nauseous. I’m acutely susceptible to seasickness. Even long drives can leave me
queasy. Despite this, I’m not likely to feel ill
on a suborbital flight. To explain why, Kennedy delves into physics and physiology.
During our first classroom lecture, “Introduction to Acceleration,” he points out that
motion sickness (air, car, sea) is triggered
when what we see isn’t in sync with what
we feel. The vestibular system – those tiny
canals in our ears that regulate balance and
spatial orientation – gets out of whack. But
high-g maneuvers typically don’t pitch vestibular canals to and fro erratically.
Rather, high g’s are all about Newton’s
first law of motion, Kennedy says: “An object in motion will continue in motion un-

less an external force is acted upon it. During reentry your body wants to keep moving
at 2,500 miles per hour. But then you encounter air – the atmosphere – and that will
slow you down, fast.” The rate at which you
decelerate determines the g-forces. (For
those aboard SpaceShipTwo, reentry will induce up to 6 g’s.)
OK, enough science. “Let’s see what this
feels like in the centrifuge,” declares Kennedy, who distributes navy blue one-piece
flight suits to our class of five. Eduardo,
40, is a physicist at NASA’s Johnson Space
Center in Houston and a member of Astronauts for Hire, a temp agency of sorts for
commercial spaceflight. MIT grads Andrzej (pronounced An-jay), 29, and Christy, 28, are married and work at Lockheed
Martin in Denver doing mission control
for robotic spacecraft, such as the Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter. Both Andrzej
and Christy proclaim spaceflight as their
lifelong dream and have applied to NASA’s
astronaut program. Then there’s Andrew, a
46-year-old electrician from Calgary who

Behind the scenes at mission
control, and (middle) the class
suited up for flight.

“Instead of getting light-headed‚ I feel as though
somebody parked a Mini Cooper on my chest.”
has nothing to do with aerospace. “I got
here by winning a season-long hockey
shoot-out competition,” he tells us. “And
now I’m thinking, ‘What the hell am I doing? Am I crazy?’ ”
That same question invades my mind
soon after I volunteer to go for the first spin
in Phoenix. Kennedy gets me situated in the
cockpit module, which changes depending on the class (there’s an F-15 module for
fighter pilots). “Things may get a little bit
out of focus after you experience the g’s,” he
informs me. “But don’t worry, your vision
will return.”
Learning to handle intense g-forces is all
about baby steps. We start out at 2.2 g’s for
20 seconds – enough that I have to perform
the “anti-g straining maneuver” we covered in class. The technique, meant to stop

my blood from rushing south and triggering a blackout, entails clenching your butt
cheeks, pushing your feet into the floor,
and constraining your throat. (Apparently
older trainees often handle g’s better; as we
age, our arteries become less elastic, so our
blood stays topside for longer.)
The next session brings 20 seconds at 3.5
g’s, equivalent to a Space Shuttle launch and
what those on board SpaceShipTwo will experience after disengagement from the mother
ship and ignition of its rocket motor. It’s
significantly more challenging; I forget to
maintain my straining maneuver for a split
second and immediately get tunnel vision.
Eventually, we ramp up to 6 g’s, only this
time the cockpit adjusts to a slightly different angle to mirror the rapid deceleration
of reentering the atmosphere. Instead of

getting light-headed, I feel as though somebody parked a Mini Cooper on my chest.
Surprisingly, none of the sessions inside
Phoenix make me dizzy because there’s virtually no spinning sensation. It’s more akin
to being shot out of a cannon. When space
specialist Andrzej emerges from the centrifuge, he tells the group, “I imagined it would
feel like when you put your foot down on
the accelerator in your car. Oh, but no. It’s
waaaaaaaaay beyond that.”

O n day t wo‚ w e pe r f or m
two longer centrifuge sessions that mimic
suborbital flight profiles. Phoenix is probably the closest our class will ever get to
SpaceShipTwo. But for those with seats already booked, the NASTAR Center course
provides a realistic dress rehearsal, teaching
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The Right Stuff
Your countdown to a starstudded adventure.

3.

Bring a touch of history to
your futuristic experience:
The Ritz-Carlton, Philadelphia
features 300 rooms in the heart
of the city and a great place to
celebrate your virtual astronaut
wings, Eric Ripert’s 10 Arts Bistro and swank cocktail lounge.
Doubles from $269, including
breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit.
“Pair your NASTAR Center
class with a family trip to historic Philadelphia – but save
your cheese steak until after
your spin!” – Joshua Bush,
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania-based travel
advisor

For the record:
A trainee’s flight report.

its students that space travel is serious business. “This isn’t a commercial airliner; this
is a rocket,” Henwood tells our class. “There
is no flight attendant – it falls on you to be
more fully trained. We want you to be able
to recognize the noises, the vibrations, the
sensations, and the forces. We want them to
feel familiar, so you’ll be calm and comfortable and able to maximize your experience
in space.”
I have to agree. A few trial runs inside
Phoenix would make the SpaceShipTwo voyage infinitely more enjoyable. You might
even consider taking the class before committing to a Virgin Galactic flight, because,
well, 6 g’s isn’t for everyone. As Henwood,
who urges training for anyone interested in
spaceflight, explains, “We can give you this
phenomenal, once-in-a-lifetime experience
without ever leaving the ground.”

The final centrifuge flight
re-creates an entire suborbital flight experience. The cockpit shakes. The rocket
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roars through a high-fidelity sound system.
A rear-mounted digital projector reproduces
the view from the flight deck. Through simulated windows, I watch Earth shrink and the
stars loom. At the apogee, the part where
passengers will float in space, everything
abruptly stops – no movement, no sound.
After a couple of minutes, a prerecorded female voice comes over the intercom: “Reentry in five, four, three, two …” Whuuuuump!
Phoenix catapults from stasis to 6 g’s in a
blink. The pressure compresses my rib cage. I
gulp shallow, half breaths. And then it’s over.
I’ve passed safely through the atmosphere
and commenced the silent glide home.
Kennedy unlatches the cockpit door. “So,
how do you feel?” he asks.
My heart is pounding, but exhilaratingly
so. I desperately want to go again, but my
classmates are eager for their turn. In the
meantime, I can only hope Mr. Branson
reads this: Sir, should you need a fearless
reporter to document your suborbital sojourn, I’ll happily take the seat.

2.

NASTAR Center offers
civilian programs on
everything from basic suborbital
flights to advanced spaceflight to training for spacecraft
payload specialists. If you’ve reserved a seat on Virgin Galactic’s
SpaceShipTwo or are interested
in space tourism, start here.
Two-day suborbital flight training
from $3,000.

1.

Virtuoso’s accredited space
agents are the exclusive
travel advisors for Virgin Galactic
in North America. Ticketed
passengers receive perks such
as invites to Spaceport America
and Virgin Group parties and
events. Virgin Galactic flights from
$200,000.
Astronaut-casual
dress code.

7-NIGHT SEINE CRUISE ON BOARD THE BEAUTIFUL AMALEGRO
SAVE $2,000 ON OVER 20 DEPARTURES IN 2013
BROCHURE PRICE

SPECIAL OFFER

VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE

from $2,699* per person
cruise only

from $1,699* per person
cruise only

RECEIVE $100 SHIPBOARD
CREDIT PER STATEROOM**

Paris | Vernon | Giverny | Rouen | Normandy | Honfleur | Les Andelys | Conflans
Plus optional 2-night post land program in Paris

INCLUDED CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Scenic cruising along the countryside of northwestern France đ Visit the house and gardens of Impressionist master Claude Monet
Tour the medieval city of Rouen, historic capital of Normandy đ “D-Day Remembered” – a full day excursion to Normandy beaches
Tour picturesque Honfleur or visit the abbeys of Jumieges & St. Wandrilleŏŏđ Visit the charming Château Malmaison in Conflans
Panoramic tour of bustling Paris and a visit to the Musee d’Orsay

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL
YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
Terms & Conditions: *Rate is based on Nov 1, 2013 departure. Nov 1 and Nov 8 departures are ‘Paris & the Sparkling Seine’ wine cruise dates. All prices listed are in U.S. dollars per person. Offers are valid on new cruise
bookings only made by October 31, 2012. Offer is not combinable with any other promotions or discounts. Rates may vary per departure date. $2,000 Savings is per stateroom, based on double occupancy only and
is only available on select departures. Solo Traveler Special: Single occupancy staterooms receive waived single supplement on the cruise and the land portion of the itinerary and is not combinable with any other
promotions. ** Virtuoso Exclusive is for Individual Bookings Only; groups not applicable. Shipboard credit is $50 per person ($100 per stateroom). Must ask for Virtuoso Amenity at the time of booking. Availability is
limited on these cruises, capacity controlled and subject to change or discontinuation without notice. Other restrictions may apply.
CST#2065452-40

A year in the making:
Park Hyatt Sydney’s new look.

1 14
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Achievement in Design –
Park Hyatt Sydney
The hotel’s recent $65 million renovation
brought many improvements, but the real
treasure is its 3,853-square-foot Sydney
Suite (one of three new rooftop suites), which
beckons with a suite-to-parking-spot elevaV ISO R TI P
D
tor, cozy fireplace, and 1,000-square-foot
A
balcony just a stone’s throw away from
“For the adventurous,
the opera house. Doubles from $820,
Bondi Beach’s Let’s Go Surfing is the place to learn – great
including breakfast daily and a bottle of
instructors and very reasonably
Champagne on arrival.
priced. And if you’re considering the Sydney Harbour Bridge
climb, make sure to do it at
twilight.” – Julie Danziger,
New York City

WHY WE LOVE IT: New floor-to-ceiling glass doors
in the 155 guest rooms open onto private balconies and unequaled panoramas of Circular Quay
and the Sydney Opera House.

S E P T E M B E R | O CTO B E R 2 0 1 2
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Best restaurant –
Sur Mesure,
Mandarin Oriental, Paris
Chef Thierry Marx spends half his working hours
with cooks, chemists, and designers in his Parisian food lab; his latest innovation is the 40-seat
Sur Mesure at the 138-room hotel, where
he had his hand in everything down to
personally designing the porcelain
V ISO R TI P
AD
tableware. Doubles from $980,
“Ladies, the city’s best
including breakfast daily and a
Longchamp store waits a block
$100 spa credit.
Why we love it: Marx’s experimental
triumphs, such as soy risotto – a striking
combination of soybean sprouts, oysters,
and black truffles.

away on the corner of SaintHonoré and Saint-Florentin with
every shape and color of beautiful
handbags, belts, gloves, shoes … I
could go on (and did). The hotel’s
nice-looking bellman will even
pick up your purchases!”
– Arlene ThompsonBrantley, Dallas

White nights: Sur Mesure and
(inset) a caviar-kissed creation.

Best Bar –
£10, Montage
Beverly Hills
You’re having:
The Jimmy Mac
• 2 ounces The Macallan
18 Years Old
• ½ ounce Amaro Averna
• ½ ounce Bénédictine
• 2 dashes Regan’s
Orange Bitters
Stir with ice and strain into a
highball glass with one large
ice cube. Garnish with an
orange twist.
Doubles from $495, including
breakfast daily and a $100 spa
credit. Jimmy Mac, $35.

Drinks at £10 include your
choice of four ice cube shapes.
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Why we love it: Barmen Nick Daniels
and Wahid Areso prepare each cocktail tableside at the 201-room hotel’s
reservations-required bar, which offers the sole remaining dram of The
Macallan 64 Years Old ($64,000).

Most socially
Responsible –
Lefay ResoRt &
spa Lago di gaRda

AD

V ISO R TI P

“For a memorable offproperty meal, head to
Ristorante La Tortuga in
Gargnano’s historic center for
pasta with zucchini flowers
and shrimp.” – Cher Roscoe,
Melbourne, Australia

Lazing you can feel good about.

AD XXXXX

the best.
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Access America is now
Allianz Global Assistance.

Five eco-friendly highlights of Lombardy’s graceful 90-room property:
• Renewable resources power more than 50
percent of the Italian resort.
• Collected rainwater provides all the irrigation
for its entire 27 acres.
• Lefay produces its own organic extra-virgin olive
oil for use in its restaurants, kitchen, and spa.
• The spa’s bespoke cosmetic line, Tra Suoni e
Colori, uses only natural ingredients.
• Locally sourced furnishings include Italian
marble bathrooms, walnut furniture, and
olivewood floors.
Doubles from $285, including breakfast daily
and a $120 spa credit.
Why We lOVe IT: From Lago di Garda’s pebbly shores, you
might mistake Lefay for just another curve in the hillside.
Every aspect is designed to be green, from its southern exposure to the way it seamlessly blends with the landscape.

Enrich Your Experience.
Guarantee Our Assistance.
With Allianz Global Assistance, you can enjoy
all the pleasures of an upscale vacation without
the worry. Your investment is protected. And no
matter where you go, Allianz Global Assistance’s
luxury concierge and assistance services are
there to help. You can have a taste of the good
life, and we’ll be there to make sure you enjoy it.
Ask your Virtuoso travel advisor about Allianz
Global Assistance today. Offering you the best
in travel protection.

InnovatIve Guest
experIence –
Challenge the Chef,
las Ventanas
al Paraíso
In San José del Cabo, aspiring
cooks looking for a bit of fame
and an executive chef’s critique
can sign up for one hour in Fabrice
Guisset’s kitchen. Prepare your
dish, then prepare to be judged:
Three spoons lands it a spot on
his weekly menu. Doubles from
$528, including breakfast daily
and a $100 spa credit.
WHY WE LOVE IT: A handful of contestants
Guisset at work and (left) the
resort’s tequila and ceviche bar.

have earned Guisset’s coveted three-spoon
rating at the 71-room resort – if your dish
flops, he’ll gladly buy you a drink.

AD XXXXX

Sentient Jet Charter* provides
world-class service and safety
delivered with real value and
without any tradeoffs. You receive
a private jet experience beyond
your expectations and peace of
mind knowing you are working
with an industry leader.
To book a trip, please call
your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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Sentient Jet Charter is a charter program of Sentient Jet Charter, LLC (“Sentient”). Sentient arranges flights on behalf
of charter clients with FAR Part 135 direct air carriers that exercise full operational control of charter flights at all times.
Flights will be operated by FAR Part 135 direct air carriers that have been certified to provide service for Sentient charter
clients and that meet all FAA safety standards and additional safety standards established by Sentient.

Private jet service that is always on point.

Top New Spa –
The Spa My Blend
By ClarinS, le royal
MonCeau-raffleS pariS
The spa’s beauty techs use computer facial analysis to blend your
products from 200 possible combinations. The best part? Thanks to a
two-week, take-home supply of the
bespoke creams, the pampering
doesn’t end when you leave the 149room property. Doubles from $1,040,
including breakfast daily, a $100 dining credit, and 4 pm checkout.
Why We love it: Sheer serenity and Paris’
longest hotel swimming pool.
Shining bright in the
City of Light.
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“It’s yachting, not cruising”
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Only 112 Guests

95 Award-Winning Crew

5-Star Cuisine

Inclusive

MEDITERRANEAN - CARIBBEAN - COSTA RICA - AMAZON YACHTING VOYAGES
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Specialist and ask for your US$200 Spa Credit.

For Family Fun – Four SeaSonS reSort Punta Mita
Why We love it:

We’ll let the kids
take this one. 

Contributing writer David Hochman’s 9-year-old son, Sebastian, is
somewhat of a kids’ program veteran (21 programs spanning 11 countries). Virtuoso Life caught up with him in Denmark for a few thoughts
on his stay at Mexico’s 173-room Four Seasons Resort Punta Mita.

Most useful Spanish you picked up:
“Me llamo Sebastian.”

Experience
the perfect golf vacation
around the beautiful
sunny countryside

AD
XXXXX
of Portugal
with

Kids’ club activity your friends most
envy: “Treasure hunt on the beach and
painting pottery. Plus unlimited Wii and
Guitar Hero!”

Favorite guest room amenity:
“S-E-B-A-S-T-I-A-N spelled out in sponges
on the bed when we arrived.”

Favorite family activity there:
“The air hockey competition with my dad.”

One thing you didn’t like:
“A giant mosquito bite on my eye!”

Casitas from $295, including breakfast daily and an $85 dining credit.

Adventures In Golf.
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Tubing, then tacos:
The plan for Punta Mita.
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PORTUGAL GOLF EXCURSION
6 Nights from
August 1, 2012 - April 1, 2013
Virtuoso ExclusiVE ExpEriEncE includEs:

• Six nights’ luxury five-star
accommodation
• Six rounds at world famous
golf courses
• Luxury coach with English
speaking guide
Virtuoso rates
from $3,875 per golfer, based on
eight golfers sharing.
contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to
start planning your dream
golf vacation today.

Your dad’s favorite part of the kids’ club:
“Um …” (“Guilt-free margarita sipping with
my wife overlooking the Pacific.” – David)
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“Ask the concierge to
arrange a private boat
tour of Lake Como’s villas,
with a stop in Bellagio and
another en route for
cocktails.” – Gene
Lashley, Atlanta

Hotelier of tHe Year –
Danilo Zucchetti, Villa D’este
Group General manaGer

When Zucchetti graduated from Switzerland’s
commitment and calm in an
industry filled with quirks.
prestigious Hotel Institute Montreux, he never
dreamed his profession would involve stacking about
3,000 jars into a 5-foot-high pyramid for a guest at
the 152-room Villa d’Este. “It took us two days, and
we never fully understood the reason at the time,” he
says. (The guest was proposing to his future spouse,
who collected marmalade jars. It was such a success,
they later married at the hotel.) What’s the secret
weapon of a great GM? “A necessary empathy to understand what motivates your employees and to meet
guests’ expectations.” Doubles from $515, including
breakfast daily and complimentary minibar.
Why We love hIM: His tireless

Zucchetti at his
Lake Como landmark.
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AquaClass® staterooms, complete with lavish perks for spa enthusiasts. Surprised?
An AquaClass Spa Concierge to arrange your spa treatments. Didn’t picture
Therethis?
are NO FOLIOS
Exclusive* dining in Blu— featuring refreshingly indulgent “clean cuisine”
More than
you expected?
for dishes.
1/2-page
ad pages.
Terrific.
Because we believe every moment of your vacation should
be measured by just how far it takes you from the ordinary.
That’s modern luxury.◊
For reservations and more information, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

*Suite guests may have access to dine in Blu based on availability. Modern Luxury is a trademark of Celebrity Cruises Inc. ©2012 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships’ registry: Malta and Ecuador.

Hotel of tHe Year –
The Beverly hills hoTel and Bungalows
The Pink Palace celebrates its 100th anniversary this year with deals and a photo exhibit
highlighting its old-Hollywood glamour. Service remains reassuringly elegant, with stalwarts such as lounge manager Pepe De
Anda (28 years and counting) still greetWHY WE LOVE IT: Two new Presidential Bungalows only
enhance the star power of this 208-room institution,
ing each guest by name. Doubles from
which was recently honored
$477, including breakfast and in-room
as the city’s first historic
fruit and water daily and a $75 spa credit. landmark.
AD
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“My favorite guest room is
117, one of the Grand Deluxe
Suites: It’s about 1,000 square
feet with a huge outdoor patio, large
walk-in closet, piano, and stocked
bar, and stays true to the 1948 design that made it one of Sinatra’s
favorites.” – Adrienne Forst,
Beverly Hills
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Think pink for Beverly Hills.
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“After sailing the coast,
drop by The Bodrum Museum
of Underwater Archaeology – a
great way to understand how
maritime activities shaped
the region and civilization.”
– Sandie Wiesenthal,
Beverly Hills

One tO Watch – AmAnruyA, Turkey
Private gardens, marble swimming pools, and traditional Turkish fireplaces
make the 1,000-square-foot suites hard to leave, but Bodrum and activities such as sailing the coast by gulet provide a powerful lure. Doubles from
$980, including breakfast daily and lunch once during stay.
WHY WE LOVE IT: Like Istanbul, Turkey’s Bodrum Peninsula is quickly becoming a globe-

Aegean star: Amanruya’s
poolside cottages.

trotters’ go-to spot, complete with beach clubs (Türkbükü), nearby excavation sites
(3,000-year-old Ephesus), and now, Amanruya’s 36 tranquil seaside cottages.

Come aboard...
& create memories that will last a lifetime!

Contact your Virtuoso travel
advisor to make your reservation.
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© SNCF -Mediatheque Countryside
Discover the unique experience of traveling by train in Europe with breathtaking views and unparalleled comfort. Leave
behind the hassles of airports and roadmaps and enjoy the comfort of high speed rail travel, which offers first class
luxury, reliability and peace of mind.
Train travel is more than getting from one place to another - it’s a destination unto itself.

GRAND
PRIZE
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Cape Churchill, Manitoba, Canada
By Pam Hartman

OH, THE

PLACES
THEY’VE BEEN

We challenged Virtuoso
travel advisors to hit us
with their best shots,
and they delivered. Here are the
well-traveled results of our
advisor photo contest – selected
from close to 1,000 submissions.
Together they’re an engaging
testament to the globe-trotting
experience of
the Virtuoso network.
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FIRST

Yangon, Myanmar
By Ellen Rubinfeld

SECOND

Okavango Delta, Botswana
By Joshua E. Bush
PHOTO CREDIT

THIRD

Luang Prabang, Laos
By Shari Kalt
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PHOTO CREDIT
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HONORABLE MENTION

Saint Bart’s
By Laura Allen

Santorini, Greece
By Brian Bainto

Wanaka, New Zealand
By Caitlin Greene

Bagan, Myanmar
By Rocio Zamora
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A new level
of distinction.

+ 25mm

The Alpina Gstaad.
Where rugged authenticity
meets Swiss luxury.
From December 2012.
For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

HONORABLE MENTION

Tyre, Lebanon
By Carissa Cummings

Bagan, Myanmar
By Flavio Geo

Paro, Bhutan
By Julie Jolley

Dumaguete, Philippines
By Ryan Dandy
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Kenya
By Maxine Adams

HONORABLE MENTION

South Georgia Island
By Pam Hartman
Soneva Gili, Maldives
By John Oberacker

Saint Petersburg, Russia
By Laurie Landis Rusin

Sitka Sound, Alaska
By Didi Johnson

Petra, Jordan
By Carolina Gonzalez
Dubrovnik, Croatia
By Mollie Fitzgerald

Mlimba, Tanzania
By Owen Hardy
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SEABOURN
THE DESTINATION IS EVERY BIT AS IMPORTANT AS THE JOURNEY.

SAVE 50% OR MORE
CARIBBEAN QUEST
SEABOURN QUEST
Roundtrip Fort Lauderdale
12 Days Dec 7, 2012
Fares from $4,199
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND ODYSSEY II
SEABOURN ODYSSEY
Auckland to Sydney
16 Days Jan 22, 2013
Fares from $7,599
PATAGONIAN PASSAGE WEST
SEABOURN SOJOURN
Buenos Aires to Valparaiso
15 Days Feb 3, 2013
Fares from $6,599
ANDAMAN SEA AND SINGAPORE ADVENTURE
SEABOURN PRIDE
Round-trip Singapore
16 Days Feb 18, 2013
Fares from $6,799
INDIAN AND ARABIAN ODYSSEY
SEABOURN ODYSSEY
Singapore to Dubai
16 Days Mar 25, 2013
Fares from $4,199

To begin your journey on the World’s Best Small-Ship
Cruise Line,* contact your Virtuoso Travel Specialist.

*According to readers of both Travel + Leisure and Condé Nast Traveler and the over 6,000 travel advisors of Virtuoso Travel Network.ˇFares based on this sailing date. All fares are in U.S. dollars, cruise-only, for new bookings only,
per guest, double occupancy, subject to availability, and valid only for residents of the Americas. Some suite categories may not be available. Government taxes and fees of $106.74 to $500.20 per person are not included. Fares
are not combinable with any other offer, may vary by sailing date, are capacity controlled, and are subject to change without prior notice. Seabourn reserves the right to charge a fuel supplement for all guests, without prior
notice, if the NYMEX oil price exceeds $70.00 USD per barrel, and may collect such a supplement even if the cruise fare has been paid in full. Certain restrictions apply. Information herein is accurate at time of printing. Seabourn
reserves the right to correct errors. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. ©2012Seabourn.

QUICK ESCAPE

SOUTHERN EXPOSURE
Four artful days in San Miguel de Allende. BY KIM BROWN SEELY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LUIS GARCíA

I

T’S MORNING IN SAN MIGUEL DE ALLENDE. The church

bells are ringing. The sky is bright sapphire. I’m parked on a
bench in El Jardin, the main square, beneath a mulberry tree
shaped like a gumdrop. A boy on the next bench practices the
violin badly. What could be better?
With its colonial-era buildings, cobblestoned streets, and
70-degree days, San Miguel has drawn artists and expats for decades. Hearing about its new restaurants, shops, and hotels – in
addition to a sleek new airport 90 minutes away – I decided to try
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out San Miguel for a long weekend, staying at two hotels. Here’s
how you can spend your own four days as an expat-in-training.
DAY ONE
Wake up in a Colonial Suite at the 37-room
Casa de Sierra Nevada; you’ll feel like Frida
Kahlo amid its handpainted tiles, stenciled
walls, and private patio overlooking a bougainvillea-draped courtyard. If it’s your first

Clockwise from top
left: El Jardin, Casa
de Sierra Nevada, and
tapas at Luna.

San Miguel de Allende has been heralded as impressive and magical, with unique traditions, culture
and magnificent architecture. It’s a city that you will love to explore, with the kindness of its people,
its art galleries and street vendors, its unique hotels and haciendas and its incredible gastronomy.
One of the best destinations in the world, it is perfect for business or pleasure, wellness, adventure,
art and destination weddings. The city will take your breath away and
make your heart beat to a new, magical rhythm.

Experience a concert at a World Heritage Destination
“San Miguel Vibra”
Be our VIP guest for a Divas Unique Thanksgiving concert
week in World Heritage city San Miguel. Packages include
VIP seats for the concerts, a gala dinner with the artists,
luxury transportation and lodging in Virtuoso properties.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for details.

QUICK ESCAPE
time in San Miguel, get your bearings on a
guided walking tour. The best known, offered by Patronato Pro Niños, departs from
El Jardin Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays at 10 am, and features English-speaking
volunteers who share San Miguel’s history
along with its top landmarks. (On Sundays,
the public library sponsors a house and garden tour, a tradition that began in the 1950s
so visitors could see the treasures hidden
behind the city’s walls.)
For lunch, savor the Guanajuato clime
with an alfresco table at La Postadita,
which serves margaritas and traditional

Mexican dishes (tacos de camarones, enchiladas verdes, taquitos) on a roof terrace with
a dove’s-nest view of the city’s tangerine
church domes and sienna-walled roof gardens. Don’t forget to bring your shades and
order the flan for dessert. Afterward, stroll
the narrow streets back to the Sierra Nevada for a siesta, then walk a block or two to
the hotel’s Laja Spa. Housed in a separate
hacienda, it offers an earthy menu of wellpriced facials, massages, and scrubs incorporating regional ingredients such as cocoa
and chilies. For dinner, walk to nearby Sollano Street’s The Restaurant, where James

Taste of San Miguel, clockwise from top left: The colonial skyline, roasting ears at the market, a Sazón
cooking school market tour, and tacos de camarones at La Postadita.
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France
Distinctive & personalized vacations.
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clientele with the highest
of
personalized service, integrity, and
Whether on holiday, celebrating
a special occasion, enjoying a
honeymoon, or simply relaxing in
your favorite city or town, we take
care of all the details – impeccably.
For reservations, please call your
Virtuoso travel advisor.

YOUR TRAVEL EXPERT FOR TASTEFUL
VACATIONS TO FRANCE.

Fábrica la Aurora. Opposite:
San Migueleñas and Sollano
16’s worldly wares.

Beard Award-winning chef Donnie Masterton is gaining a following with his seasonal
menu of locally sourced comfort food: a
salad of arugula and aged Manchego, grilled
mahimahi with sautéed mushrooms, or savory braised short ribs, for instance (during our stay), served in a courtyard beneath
Moorish arches and illuminated jacarandas.
DAY TWO
San Miguel is a city of Catholic churches, so
plan on waking to bells at 5, 5:15, 5:30, 5:45 –
quite a concert! – and again at 6, 6:15, 6:30,
6:45, and 7. (Note: Heavy sleepers will find
the bells’ music charming; light sleepers
should bring earplugs.) Fuel up with an early breakfast at the hotel’s Andanza restaurant. Ask for a table near the fireplace and
don’t miss the tasty jugo verde (a mixture
of cactus, spinach, pineapple, and orange
juices) and coffee made with freshly ground
beans from Chiapas.
Afterward, head to the Sierra Nevada’s
Sazón cooking school, housed in an eighteenth-century hacienda. First, join chef
Emanuel Cervantes on his shopping rounds,
nibbling your way through the market (fresh
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corn tamales, peppers, local cheeses), and
stop in at a streetside tortilla factory. Back in
Sazón’s upscale kitchen, learn how to make
hand-pressed tortillas and sopecitos, then
sauté nopal cactus with poblano chilies in
old-world clay pots atop a New World Wolf
range before sitting down to enjoy your creations. Be sure to save time afterward for
the school’s tabletop shop; it stocks a great
selection of Mexican tableware – master
potter Gorky González’s ceramics, colorful
textiles, and handblown glassware.
Next up: Check into the new Rosewood
San Miguel de Allende, tucked away on
four palm-studded acres near the town’s
historic center. (If you’re trying both hotels
and coming from Casa de Sierra Nevada,
they’ll transport you and your bags by golf
cart.) The year-old Rosewood looked to San
Miguel’s colonial history to create a stunning property with 67 rooms (many with
verandas overlooking town) and interior
courtyards featuring cantera stone patios
and colonnades. After unpacking, head upstairs for tapas and a Lunatini, a Cosmo
made with tequila, at the Luna Rooftop
Tapas Bar. With Guanajuato’s golden-hour

light illuminating the cathedral’s Gothic
spires as the sun sets, the view is one of the
best in town, and the tapas (more like small
plates) are just right for supper.
DAY THREE
Plan on room-service breakfast so you can
enjoy your elegant new digs, which have
mesquite hardwood floors, spacious sitting rooms (some with fireplaces), and
hand-carved furniture from Guadalajara.
Rooftop Colonial Rooms have skyline views
and expansive terraces with dining and
lounging furniture. After breakfast, make
a pilgrimage to Fábrica La Aurora, a 1902
factory-turned-art-center with more than
two dozen contemporary art galleries and
boutiques. Don’t miss Rachel Horn Home;
Horn was raised in San Miguel, and her
showroom features beautiful handwrought
iron candelabras, lanterns, and gifts. Sollano 16 has a well-edited selection of stylish
finds from around the world. Solutions, located in the town center, is a mail shop that
will pack and ship your finds home. (My
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The Overseas Highway in The Florida Keys spans the Atlantic Ocean, the Gulf of Mexico,
and about 90 years of history. Slow down and explore all the sights and sounds along
the way. For reservations, call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
fla-keys.com
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QUICK ESCAPE
hammered tin-and-glass Rachel Horn lanterns arrived fully intact.)

Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam
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DAY FOUR
Save your last day for more shopping – and
simply absorbing the city’s artistic atmosphere, evident in the carved wooden
doors, decorative stonework, fountains,
and courtyard gardens of the thick-walled
homes, many dating to the 1700s. Walk
to El Petit Four for morning coffee and
French pastries (baked fresh on the premises in an open-air kitchen). After a walk
through town, find a courtyard table and
rest your heels at Café de la Parroquia,
a longtime local favorite for lunch (musthave: chips with green salsa and avocado).
Celebrate your last night in San Miguel with
a dress-up dinner at the Rosewood’s 1826,

“Join a callejoneada,
a traditional nighttime walk
through San Miguel led by
student-minstrels dressed in
full period costume and singing
folk songs.”
– Lucia Rodriguez, San Pedro Garza García-based
travel advisor

where farm-to-table cuisine meets Mexican
culinary heritage. Be sure to try the chicharrón soup, a savory broth accented with
crispy pancetta and chilies; it’s a soulful, delicious dish – just the flavor of San Miguel.
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Dream in Color
From serene Buddhas to
sunset bars, discover asia with
azamara Club Cruises.®
explore the shrines of Kyoto,
the cherry blossoms of Korea, and
the fabulous shops and restaurants
of Hong Kong and singapore.
Longer stays and more overnights
give you time for
asia’s legendary nightlife, too.
For reservations, please call your
Virtuoso Travel Advisor

©2012 azamara Club Cruises. ships’ registry: Malta

Clockwise from top left: Small plates with a view at Luna Rooftop Tapas, a pick-me-up at Rosewood’s
1826 restaurant, Café de la Parroquia, and handblown glassware at Sazón cooking school’s boutique.
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COLONIAL COMFORT

How to go and where to stay: San Miguel de Allende.
GETTING THERE Fly into the sparkling new
Querétaro Airport and have a car pick you
up for the 90-minute drive to San Miguel.
American Airlines offers direct flights from
Dallas-Fort Worth to Querétaro and connecting flights from other U.S. cities.
Go Mexico continues to suffer from perceptions that it’s unsafe to visit, but security
experts say tourists who steer clear of U.S.
border towns and avoid known hot spots (Tijuana, Mazatlán, Acapulco) will be fine. I felt
perfectly safe in San Miguel, day and night.

Journey Mexico can arrange tours and
singular experiences in San Miguel and help
you make the most of your visit to a city with
a rich cultural calendar.
STAY In a town of period homes transformed into inns, 37-room Casa de Sierra

Indoors and out at the
Rosewood San Miguel.

Nevada is the boutique favorite. Rooms
and suites are spread
among six colonial
mansions, each with
an inner courtyard
garden. Given the
hotel’s centuries-old
architecture, each room
is different: Some have
private plunge pools,
wood-burning fireplaces, Talavera-tiled baths, and copper sinks;
all evoke San Miguel’s rich history. Doubles
from $223, including breakfast daily and
margaritas with a snack.
The loveliest new digs in town, the 67-room
Rosewood San Miguel de Allende puts
you within walking distance of the historic
center. Standard double rooms are spacious,

with comfortable sitting areas, mesquite
floors, and fireplaces. The resort has an
outdoor pool, a significant Mexican art collection, and an exceptional spa. The new art
concierge arranges customized experiences, from drawing or jewelry-making
classes to private gallery tours and antiquing
excursions. Doubles from $295, including
breakfast daily and a $100 spa credit.

Indulgence lives in Las Vegas.

BOOK VEGAS.
AD XXXXX
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DIVE INTO DINING
StartLIGHT
the nightGRAY
right at Botero
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BOX.inside Wynn Las Vegas. Named after the famous sculptor,
his pieces dot the restaurant and are as breathtaking as the chef Mark LoRusso cuisine. Or savor sparkling views from
Twist at Mandarin Oriental. The intimate, elegant dining room shines as brightly as the California Waygu Beef Filet.

INDULGE ALL YOUR SENSES
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If a vacation means relaxation to you, schedule a treatment at the
Spa & Salon at Bellagio, where you’ll ﬁnd your Zen somewhere between the coconut milk bath and the poolside
cabana massage. Or head over to The Spa at Mandarin Oriental for a dip in the Vitality Pool, which overlooks the
Las Vegas Strip.

Check out VisitLasVegas.com and plan your next amazing Vegas adventure.
Or contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to customize an adventure just for you!
VisitLasVegas.com

TRAVEL INTELLIGENCE

SECRET FLIGHTS
M

Your travel advisor can save you time and money with these “who knew?” routes.
ost of us think along traditional route and

schedule lines when booking flights. Los Angeles to
Paris? Air France. New York to Brussels? In the old days,
Sabena; now, American. Los Angeles to São Paolo? A
Brazilian airline, of course.
Well, not necessarily. Welcome to the world of secret flights. Yes,
they’re officially on published schedules, and yes, they’re all airlines
you know. But the “secret” of secret flights is that these routes are
flown by airlines with no real or direct connection to either the country of departure or origin. And, more often than not, these flights
aren’t full, offer better service, and, up in the front of the plane, often
proffer better deals.
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So how did all of this start?
It all goes back to an airline concept
Ready for takeoff:
Unexpected airline
called fifth-freedom rights, which allows an
itineraries.
airline to fly between two foreign countries
as long as the flight originates or ends in the airline’s own country.
Translation? You can fly from a hub city in one country into another
country on an international, award-winning airline that you’d never
expect to travel that route. Here are a few favorite surprises.

Los Angeles to São Paolo
Believe it or not, Korean Air Flight KE61 is the only nonstop flight
between those two cities. Over the years, Korean Air has evolved into

John Kuczala/GETTY IMAGES

BY PETER GREENBERG

an exceptional airline that’s consistently
ranked as one of the world’s best for business
and luxury travelers. It flies this route three
times a week using 777-200 jets with sleeper
seats in First and Prestige (Business) Class.
The eight Kosmo Suite First Class and Prestige sleeper seats are something special:
private spaces with 180-degree flat seats
and your own 23-inch LCD screen. In First
Class, you get a whopping 83-inch pitch (yes,
a distance of almost 7 feet) and a 60-inch
pitch in Prestige. Start your journey with
pâté and Champagne, followed by hot meals
and snacks served on Wedgwood china.

It all goes back to an airline
concept called fifth-freedom rights, which allows an
airline to fly between two
foreign countries that you’d
never expect.
los aNgeles to
Paris-charles de gaulle
Only two airlines offer a nonstop route: Air
France and … Air Tahiti Nui, which has
been flying it quietly for ten years. Its firstclass cabin, called PoeravaFirst, offers just
six fully reclining seats in a private enclave.
The special gourmet snacks from Fauchon
are amazing, and be sure to bring home the
amenity kit with l’Occitane products. Next
year the airline debuts a renovated Poerava
Business cabin with increased capacity and
seats that recline even further (160 degrees
instead of the current 154 degrees).

New York or Newark
to Brussels
Jet Airways, an Indian airline that ultimately
continues to Mumbai and other cities within
India, operates from JFK and Newark daily.
Come nightfall, the crew arranges bedding
on the fully flat seats in the First- and Business-Class cabins. You get the full Indian
experience even if you never make it to India: Bollywood films in addition to Hollywood blockbusters, and Indian cuisine
along with Continental fare.

ENJOY THE

LUXURY

“i always advise clients that if the
flight is delayed or cancelled, their
‘secret’ tickets might not be rebooked
on other airlines, which might mean
an unexpected overnight.”
– Barbara Allen,
Portland, Oregon-based
travel advisor

Your car rental experience is now more
luxurious than ever. Avis is proud to
offer customers an unforgettable trip
with the newest addition to our fleet—
the BMW 5 Series.*

New York to
VaNcouVer, British columBia
Fly on an airline based not in Canada but in
Hong Kong: It doesn’t get much better than
Cathay Pacific’s flight, the only nonstop
option. This airline wins pretty much every
award you can think of: Airline of the Year,
Best First-Class Airline Seat, Best Transpacific Airline. Service is impeccable; the
flight attendants memorize every Premium Class passenger’s name as they board.
And the great experience isn’t just limited
to First and Business Class: Cathay’s new
Premium Economy seats are being progressively rolled out on that route. In addition
to New York-Vancouver, Cathay also offers
nonstop flights between Vancouver and
Hong Kong and JFK and Hong Kong, redeyes in both directions.

los aNgeles to loNdoN
Smart travelers know you can always
choose a nonstop flight on British Airways
or American Airlines. But then there’s Air
New Zealand. (The flight starts in Auckland and stops in Los Angeles en route to the
UK.) The airline offers friendly service and
renowned food and drink, including a list of
award-winning New Zealand wines and the
country’s signature L&P, a soft drink from
the town of Paeroa made with lemon juice
and water. In Business Premier (its version
of first class), the seats recline fully flat and
feature memory foam mattresses and fullsize pillows, so they really do feel like a bed.

Plus, with all-new Avis Preferred® Select
& Go, you choose the rental that’s right
for you including exchanging at no
extra cost and upgrading to a Cool Car,
SUV and more.
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For reservations, call your
Virtuoso Travel Advisor today.
Don’t forget to mention
AWD # K255700.

houstoN to moscow
Would you guess that the best way to get
there is on Singapore Airlines? Offered every day except Monday and Wednesday, this
flight is the only nonstop available. And it’s
on Singapore Airlines. Need I say more?   
*BMW 5 Series is available at select locations in the U.S.

S E PT E M B E R | O CTO B E R 2 0 1 2
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Avis features GM vehicles.

©2012 Avis Rent A Car System, LLC
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WELL TRAVELED

RELAXATION
SPRINGS ETERNAL
Take the plunge in Hakone’s hot springs.

E

verybody loves Tokyo. But even the most ar-

dent admirers of 24-hour pachinko and yakitori eventually
need to slow down, reevaluate, and simply decompress in
the countryside. The smart ones hop a fast train, known as
the Romance car, for a 60-mile ride to the otherworldly, rustic town
of Hakone. Situated in Fuji-Hakone-Izu National Park, Hakone lures
visitors with its pastoral beauty and tourist attractions, including a
botanical garden, a theme park focused on Venetian glass, and views
of Mount Fuji. But its biggest draw is more than a dozen glorious hot
springs with water burbling underground and flowing to the surface
like the see-through sister of black gold. Hence, all manner of onsens
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(hot-spring facilities where you can go for a
Soak up tradition at
soak) and ryokan (country inns where soakers
a Japanese ryokan.
can stay overnight) dot the city.
The original ryokan, opened by Buddhist monks looking to ensure travelers’ safety, date to the eighth century. They later became
stopping points for tired samurai and, in the 1950s, tourists. Today
the Japan Ryokan Association lists more than 25 inns in and around
Hakone. Many of them offer one-day guest passes without requiring
overnight stays. This is what I’m seeking.
But first, I need to eat, and acquaintances in Tokyo swear by a place
near the train station. Most restaurants operating within throwing

(RYOKAN) J Marshall/Alamy

By Michael Kaplan

QUEEN MARY 2® — After a standing ovation for the Cunard Royal Singers and Dancers,
it was off to the Queen’s Room for a night of ballroom dancing.

2013 Transatlantic Crossings — 7 days — Balcony Fares From:
New York to Southampton

Southampton to New York

3 January, 3 May, 6 July, 15 August

26 April, 8 October, 12 November

$2,895 *

$3,580 *

V I RT U O S O
E XC LU S I V E
Receive up to $200
On Board Credit†
per stateroom

For reservations, contact
your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

† On Board Credit offer based on: Inside (category P2). All values are per stateroom, based on double occupancy. Singles paying the single supplement earn the equivalent of the per stateroom On Board Credit.
* Fares are per person, quoted in U.S. dollars, do not include air travel, are voyage only, based on double occupancy, applies to the first two guests in a stateroom and does not apply to singles or third/fourth-berth guests.
$2,895 fare is based on a Balcony stateroom (Category P2) for the 01/03/13 QUEEN MARY 2 Transatlantic Crossing. $3,580 fare is based on a Balcony stateroom (Category P2) for the 04/26/13 QUEEN MARY 2
Transatlantic Crossing. Fares apply on a space-available basis at time of reservation, were correct at time of printing and are subject to change. Fares for other categories not shown vary. This offer is capacity-controlled,
is subject to change and may not be combinable with any other public or past guest discount. Offer is available to residents of the 50 United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico and the District of Columbia who
are 21 years of age or older. Government fees and taxes are additional, are subject to change, range from $23 - $36 per person and may be higher for Canadian residents. Cunard reserves the right to impose a fuel
supplement of up to $9 per person per day on all passengers if the NYMEX oil price exceeds $70 per barrel, even if fares have been paid in full. Offer may be withdrawn at any time without notice. Please refer to the
applicable Cunard brochure for terms, conditions and definitions that apply to all bookings. Certain restrictions apply. Ship’s Registry: Bermuda. ©CUNARD 2012.

distance of commuter stops tend to be less
than stellar, but not Nakamura, a simple
noodle shop with wooden tables and paper light shades. In a primitive kitchen, an
elderly woman does double-duty, frying
tempura and preparing the restaurant’s specialty: homemade buckwheat soba noodles.
I get mine afloat in a dark, earthy broth generously studded with local maitake mushrooms – superb and fortifying for what will
soon be my first soak of the day.
After checking in for an afternoon at
one of Hakone’s many ryokan, I head to the
locker room, doff my clothing, and put on a
pair of rubber slippers. Then it’s off to the
springs. Two tubs await, one filled with
hot water and the other with hotter water.
The first is inside a room with an open wall
looking out; the second, outside, is designed
to feel like a two-foot-deep pond. After a
brief acclimation in the first, I step out and
wade into the pond. There, following the
example of three men who are neck-deep in
their soak, I submerge to my chin and sigh.
Looking out, I see tangles of branches from

Soothing views at FujiHakone-Izu National Park.
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In This Sublime Place, Nature Is The Artist In Residence.

Panoramic ocean views surround you while an impeccably appointed retreat awaits.
Virtuoso Exclusive Amenities
Daily breakfast for two ($50 credit) | View upgrade at the time of booking | 4pm late check-out | Welcome amenity
B E V E R LY H I L L S

D E E R VA L L E Y

L AGU NA BE AC H

30801 SOUTH COAST HIGHWAY • LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651

For reservations, contact your Virtuoso travel professional.
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WELL TRAVELED
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“Visit during koyo, Japan’s fall foliage season. With its hot springs and
Mount Fuji in the background, Hakone
is one of the best locations for viewing the beautiful red leaves.”
– Sandy Staples,
Folsom, California-based
travel advisor

nearby maple trees, birds fluttering, and the
sky turning from blue to purple to black,
while hot, mineral-rich water leaves my skin
feeling tingly. Like a lot of seemingly simple
pleasures, a visit to an onsen can be complex
and mind expanding: retreating to a beautiful, rural place; losing yourself in thoughts
and dreams; enjoying the waters and sheer
aesthetics of it all.
Later, completely relaxed and hungry
again, I go to a local restaurant for a kaiseki
dinner. The hautest of Japanese cuisine,

Tasty kaiseki.

welcome to magical
Jambo means hello!
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Kenya invites you to explore its
awe-inspiring natural wonders.

ABSOLUTE TRAVEL
ABSOLUTE KENYA
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15 days/14 nights from $14,850 plus internal airfare*
Absolute Kenya invites you to explore the heart
of Kenya—its fascinating culture, incredible wildlife,
and legendary landscapes. Embark on a thrilling
complimentary walking safari with a Maasai guide
at Campi ya Kanzi.

ABSOLUTE TRAVEL
PRIVATE LUXURY JOURNEYS

MICATO SAFARIS
THE LIVINGSTONE WING SAFARI
11 days/8 nights from $9,145 plus internal airfare*
Explore Kenya’s legendary game parks
with the outfitter voted Travel+Leisure #1
World’s Best, plus enjoy a complimentary
spa treatment. And, for every safari
booked, Micato sends an African child to school.

To plan your Magical Kenya safari today,
contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
www.MagicalKenya.com

*Terms and conditions apply. Subject to availability.

Best Overall Car Rental
Best Vehicles
Best In Reliability
Best In Popularity

WELL TRAVELED
Hakone’s Open-Air Museum art
and (right) the Hyatt Regency.

Best In Customer Service
Best For Business Travel
Best Green Options
Best For Leisure Travel
Best Counter Staff
Best Self-Service (Kiosk)
Best Shuttle Service
Best Loyalty Program
Best Car Return Experience
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Best Airport Rentals
Best Website
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kaiseki is a centuries-old forerunner of the
tasting menu. I sit on the floor, and a robed
attendant sets a sleek, lacquered table and
provides a backrest. Thus begins a slow
parade of Japanese delicacies. Among the
standouts is a little bonsai garden made
with artfully sliced radishes, small shoots
of shiso flowers, and shiso leaves. The beef
dish is incredibly tender, wrapped in vegetables, and the sashimi is first-rate. But they’re
both overshadowed by a plate of tiny, locally
caught fish called ayu, grilled over hot coals
and served whole. “You can eat the entire
fish, even the head,” advises my server in
slightly accented English.
What a meal: The wasabi is freshly

grated, the tofu creamy and homemade,
the green beans cut to resemble lucky
charms, and the sake plentiful. I’m ready
for a good night’s sleep, and the Hyatt
Regency Hakone beckons. Tomorrow’s
agenda includes a morning visit to Hakone
Open-Air Museum, featuring sculptures
by Rodin and Henry Moore and a Picasso
Pavilion with more than 300 works. Of
course, this being Hakone, a hot spring
runs through the museum’s property, and
visitors use it as a footbath. But truthfully,
my dreams this night are not of sculptures
or paintings. Instead, I’m reliving my time
in the springs and loving every luxurious
second of it. Aaah.

HAKONE HOW-TO
Where to stay and soak.

® Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. © 2012 Hertz System, Inc.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION: At participating locations
and subject to availability and other restrictions.

For the best rates, please call your
Virtuoso travel advisor.

Go Hakone is one of the
highlights of Cox & Kings’
nine-day Japan trip, which
includes a scenic drive to
Mount Fuji, a cruise on Lake
Ashi, an aerial cable ride
on Mount Komagatake, and,
of course, an onsen soak
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or two. Departure: Any day
through December 31, 2012;
from $12,975.
STAY Hyatt Regency
Hakone Resort and Spa
has 79 Japanese and Western
guest rooms and suites, all

with sun terraces or balconies. The hotel boasts two
onsens, six dog-friendly
rooms, and complimentary
drink service twice per day.
Doubles from $321, including
breakfast daily and lunch for
two once during stay.

(SCULPTURE) ChRISTIan KObER/aGEFOTOSTOCK.COM
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BREAKAWAY TO THE HAVEN

BERMUDA
7 Days • Norwegian Breakaway
Departs 8/4/13 – 10/6/13

Next year marks the debut of Norwegian Breakaway and your opportunity
to experience The Haven by Norwegian in a brand new setting. This
exclusive enclave of Suites and Villas lets you enjoy a private courtyard
and restaurant while also accessing all of the revolutionary entertainment
options throughout the ship. Special privileges for Suite and Villa guests
include 24-hour butler and concierge service, white tablecloth in-suite
dining, priority tendering, champagne upon arrival and much more.

New York, New York • King’s
Warf, Bermuda two overnights •
New York, New York
Suite fares from $2,599

Receive up to $300 per Suite or Villa Onboard Credit when you book your cruise
aboard Norwegian Breakaway with your Virtuoso travel advisor.
Fare is based on 9/15/13 sail date. Up to $300 Onboard Credit is valid for bookings made at least nine months prior to sailing. Promotion ends 12/31/12. Oﬀer is for new bookings. Onboard credit oﬀer is per stateroom, in U.S. Dollars and
will be applied to the 1st and 2nd guest on the reservation. Onboard credit has no monetary value and is non-transferable. It may not be used toward onboard service charges or pre-purchased activities. Government taxes and fees, and
onboard service charges are additional. Oﬀer is capacity controlled, subject to availability, subject to change without notice, may be withdrawn at any time, and will be applied to select sailings. Other restrictions and additional fuel
supplement charge may apply. Norwegian and Virtuoso are not responsible for typographical errors or omissions. Ships’ registry: BAHAMAS and UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. ©2012 NCL Corporation Ltd.

DOSSIER

QUESTIONS
FOR: ANG LEE
“I didn’t grow up traveling, but now it’s the essence of my
existence,” says Oscar-winning director Ang Lee. Movies
such as Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon and Brokeback
Mountain have kept him flying “from one end of the world
to the other.” His latest, Life of Pi (out November 21), about
a boy lost at sea in a freighter’s lifeboat, was shot in India
and his native Taiwan. Lee talked to Virtuoso Life about his
globe-trotting ways. Interviewed by David Hochman

Q&A

1 The challenge of filming on location? Bringing 150
crew members with you around the world isn’t easy –
imagine airport security alone. You can’t really create
India without going to India.

2 Do you ever just vacation? A few years ago I visited
San Pedro, Belize. I admit, it was to learn to dive for Life of Pi, but
I was there with my two sons, Mason (22) and Haan (28). That
was a great time.

4 Favorite hotel? I once stayed at the Park Hyatt Tokyo, which was
featured in Lost In Translation. They gave me the Presidential Suite,
and I was with my younger boy – that was memorable!
5 Next on your travel list? Istanbul, Greece, many parts of Latin
America – I’d love to see those places.

➥ Watch the Life of Pi trailer.
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3 Favorite destinations? Sky Mountain in Xinjiang, China [filming
Crouching Tiger]: Since it was so hot in the valley, we rode big horses
for four hours up to a glacier lake.

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

facebook.com/visitjapan

The language of sushi is unique. Shari (sha-ree), hand-shaped rice; and neta (ne-tah),
the topping; are some of the special words only used in sushi restaurants.

In Japan, sushi is a conversation spoken without words. Each person is treated
to a unique experience designed to delight the senses. Be it the firmness of the
shari, or the cut of the neta, the sushi master leaves nothing to chance. Each
moment reveals a new discovery with its own story waiting to be told.

Each Bite Tells a Story

twitter.com/visit_japan

www.japantravelinfo.com

Discover Unsurpassed Luxury.

Aloha Replenishment

PROMOTION

Virtuoso Life Exclusive Offers
HIGHLIGHTS OF ASIA
Spend nine culturally enriching days exploring the sights and sounds of three of Asia’s most renowned
cities with SWAIN. Tour a floating market in Bangkok. Stroll the beach and get to know the simultaneously historic and futuristic city of Singapore. Visit Hong Kong’s Victoria Peak and indulge in haute
Chinese cuisine. Deluxe accommodations punctuate each delightful day.
From $4,005 per person. Available through March 31, 2013. Virtuoso guests receive a full-day floating market and rose
garden private tour.

EXPERIENCE VEGAS AT ITS BEST
It’s hard to do, but The SIGNATURE at MGM Grand sets a new standard for Las Vegas resorts. All
suite. All access. Non-smoking. Non-gaming. Set in the midst of the city’s hottest action, this non-gaming private retreat offers a gated entrance, 24-hour concierge services, gourmet in-suite dining, and
private balconies.
From $95 per room. Virtuoso guests receive a room upgrade upon arrival, if available; daily continental breakfast; and a
$50 food and beverage credit valid in Lobby Lounge, MGM Grand outlets or in-suite, once per stay.

POLAR BEAR & NORTHERN LIGHTS HELICOPTER SAFARI
Be one of the very few to see polar bears in their natural habitat in Labrador, Canada with Arctic
Kingdom Polar Expeditions. By day, you and up to three other guests, accompanied by native Inuit
and expert polar guides, will set out via snowmobile and helicopter to view polar bears and possibly rare
Torngat caribou. In the evenings, return to your lodge and watch the enchanting Northern Lights on
clear nights.
From CAD19,495 (approx. US$19,300) for a seven-night tour. Departs March 19 - 25 & March 25 - 31, 2013.
Virtuoso guests enjoy a complimentary Arctic Kingdom fleece jacket.

PRIVATE ESTATE STAY ON THE MEXICAN PACIFIC
The divine digs at Cuixmala take luxury to dizzying heights. This private estate belongs to the late
Sir James Goldsmith and is available to Virtuoso guests at a special rate this fall. Your lavish four-night
stay on the pristine Playa Cuixmala includes all gourmet meals, a couples massage, a beach picnic, kayaking, horseback riding, sunset margaritas, discounted airport transfers and more.
From $2,300 for a one-bedroom casita, double occupancy. Available through November 21, 2012.

FIFTH NIGHT FREE ON THE VALLEY ISLE
The go-to place in Maui, Fairmont Kea Lani is located on sunny Polo Beach and boasts the distinction
of being Hawaii’s only luxury all-suite-and-villa oceanfront resort. Tee off at the award-winning Wailea
Golf Club with its three championship courses, then hit one of the resort’s three pools or indulge in the
spa. Bring the family. The acclaimed Keiki Lani Kid’s Club will expose your children to Hawaiian culture
via coconut painting and hula lessons.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for best available rates. In addition to the free night, Virtuoso guests receive a suite
upgrade, if available (maximum upgrade to Deluxe); and daily breakfast buffet for two.

FREE TOUR TO THE MARIETAS ISLANDS
Less than an hour from Puerto Vallarta, The St. Regis Punta Mita Resort provides luxury from outdoor showers to lavender sachets for the bath. It also offers Virtuoso guests a complimentary tour to the
Marietas Islands. (You can explore the rocky caverns and archways of this UNESCO protected
biosphere by kayaking, snorkeling, or scuba diving if you wish.) Back at the resort, enjoy golf on two
Jack Nicklaus Signature courses and the Remède Spa.
From $356 per room, per night. Complimentary Las Marietas Eco Discovery Tour is available on three-night-minimum
stays through October 31, 2012.

PROMOTION

COMPLIMENTARY NIGHT IN BEVERLY HILLS
Treat yourself to a stylish, fall escape: a four-day getaway for the price of three. With our Fourth Night
Free special at Montage Beverly Hills, you can enjoy an extra day of shopping on Rodeo Drive, rejuvenating in our tranquil Spa Montage or savoring decadent cuisine at celebrity chef Scott Conant’s famed
Scarpetta Beverly Hills. Simply reserve four consecutive nights of accommodations and the fourth night
will be credited to your account at the end of your visit.
From $495 per night with $100 credit for Spa Montage services. Virtuoso guests receive upgrade; split of Champagne
upon arrival and daily breakfast.

SUITE STAY IN CARMEL VALLEY
Your fourth night is gratis at the all-suite Carmel Valley Ranch, in the heart of the Santa Lucia
Mountains, where sublime beauty invites guests to rekindle romance, reconnect with family and
friends and revive spirits. Play world-class golf, hike hundreds of miles of trails, wander through an
organic garden, practice yoga or surrender to Spa Ayiana. This is the getaway you’ve been seeking.
From $435 per room, per night. Virtuoso guests receive a room upgrade at time of booking, breakfast for two daily and a
$100 activity credit. Available September 23, 2012 – February 28, 2013.

DISCOVER THE HERITAGE OF OPORTO
Nominated for Virtuoso’s 2012 Best of the Best Award for Achievement in Design, InterContinental
Porto Palácio das Cardosas recently completed a grand renovation developed by the prestigious
designer Alex Kravets. The hotel offers a truly authentic way to experience the heritage of Oporto and
the perfect location for enjoying the city’s highlights, including Bolhão Market, the Ribeira District and
the Clérigos Church.
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Virtuoso guests receive 10% off best available rate, buffet breakfast
daily, one lunch or dinner for two, free Internet and welcome VIP amenities. Available throughout 2012.

MIAMI BEACH GETAWAY, WITH EXTRA EVENING
The St. Regis Bal Harbour Resort invites Virtuoso guests to linger – your fourth night is complimentary – to enjoy this coveted resort’s lavish amenities. From the seductive Remède Spa to the delightful
treats by Jean-Georges at J&G Grill, from the celebrated Bal Harbour Shops to the seamless personal
service by your St. Regis Butler, you’ll be cosseted in the VIP treatment you deserve.
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available through October 31, 2012.

MAGIC OF MOROCCO WITH EXQUISITE PALACE DINNER
Absolute Travel brings you to the “Land of 1,000 Kasbahs” and introduces you to the splendor of Morocco, from the famed Djemaa El Fna, with its musicians, snake charmers, and acrobats, to Ait Ben
Haddou, a kasbah that has been featured in such films as Lawrence of Arabia and Gladiator. Stop in Fez,
the most complete medieval city in the Arab world; take a hot air balloon ride over Marrakech; and visit
the Dar Batha Museum of Moroccan Art.
From $13,720 for eleven nights, per person, double occupancy. Available until December 31, 2012. Virtuoso guests
receive a multi-course dinner with entertainment at a palace restaurant in Marrakech.

WINTER BLAST WITH SPA CREDIT IN VAIL
Hit the slopes with this Alpine Adventures ski package at The Arrabelle at Vail Square, A RockResort.
Steps away from Eagle Bahn Gondola and world-class skiing, you’ll enjoy four nights of luxurious
accommodations, roundtrip private transfers from Eagle Airport, and three days of multi-area lift tickets valid at Vail and Beaver Creek. When you’re ready to return indoors, The RockResorts Spa is a
heavenly retreat.
From $1,317 per person for four nights, double occupancy. Available December 2, 2012. Virtuoso guests enjoy a $100
spa credit, breakfast daily, a welcome amenity and an early check-in/late checkout upon request, if available.

WITNESS THE GREAT MIGRATION BY AIR
Be privy to one of the greatest natural spectacles on earth, Africa’s Great Migration, with Abercrombie
& Kent. You’ll be able to make the most of your time on safari as you fly between locations in the
Samburu Game Reserve, the Masai Mara Game Reserve, Ngorongoro Crater and Serengeti National
Park. A&K’s 12-night Wings Over the Migration safari includes stays at renowned mobile tented camps as
well as three luxurious permanent camps.
Guests will have the unique opportunity to watch a private Maasai dance performance near the rim of
the Ngorongoro Crater, track cheetahs as part of the Serengeti Cheetah Project and fight deforestation in
the Mara by planting a native tree.
Take an optional hot air balloon ride and witness herds of wildebeests and zebras forging through the
plains in search of grass and water.
From $13,995 per person, double occupancy. Book by December 31, 2012 and save $250 per person on departures
from January to March 2013.

CASTLES, PALACES & WINES OF RIOJA - SAVE $400
Oenophiles and history buffs alike will adore this nine-night exploration of the castles and vineyards of
Spain’s La Rioja region, presented by Escapade Vacations, an IsramWorld Company. Visit the wineries of Abadia Retuerta, Ysios and Dinastia Vivanco Senorio de Avles and spend your nights in worldclass hotels and paradors, historic accommodations set in cathedrals, palaces and 12th-century castles.
Of particular note is your visit to the Abadia Retuerta winery, where you’ll taste the Reserva Selección
Especial, winner of the best red wine in the world distinction at the London Wine Challenge.
In quaint Olite, you’ll visit the French-Gothic Castle-Palace, home of the Kings of Navarra. The tour
begins and ends in Madrid, with ample time for exploring this historic city.
From $4,795 per person. Available through November 30, 2012. Includes private transfers and breakfast daily. Book by
November 30, 2012 to receive a $400 savings per couple and a complimentary room upgrade, if available.

SANTA MONICA LUXURY WITH 4TH NIGHT FREE
From the immaculately manicured grounds and welcoming doorman who knows you by name to the
complimentary rosemary-cucumber water in the fitness center, there’s something special about the
Fairmont Miramar Hotel & Bungalows. And while the refined elegance of the hotel may draw you in,
its modern amenities will keep you coming back.
Schedule an Exhale Flow Massage in the spa. Try a Core Fusion cardio or yoga class. Relax by the pool
with a glass of California Pinot. Or head to the hotel’s bistro, FIG, led by Chef Ray Garcia, for fresh and
flavorful entrees.
Of course, you’ll find the Fairmont Miramar’s location is just as impressive. Located steps from Santa
Monica’s legendary beaches and 3rd Street promenade, there are endless places to shop, eat and people
watch.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for best available rates. In addition to the free night, Virtuoso guests receive a room
upgrade, if available; complimentary full breakfast daily; and a $100 spa credit per stay.

SOUVENIR

“Make a trip to Heath’s historic
Sausalito factory [400 Gate Five
Road] to shop dinnerware and tile
seconds and take a working factory
tour on Fridays or a general tour
on the weekends.”
– Stephany Boettner,
Heath Ceramics

THE FIND: POTS OF GOLD
California style doesn’t get purer than this: stoneware clay mined from the Central Valley and crafted into midcentury modern tableware by a team of 50 artisans. Since Edith Heath opened her Sausalito studio in 1948, the
company’s commitment to simplicity and clean design has earned its wares a place on some of the country’s top
tables, from Berkeley’s Chez Panisse to San Francisco’s Nopa – and in the collections of museums such as MoMA
and LACMA. Snap up a piece or ten from Heath’s winter collection, inspired by the seasonal sky. Set of stoneware bud vases, $85; available October 1 through April 1 at Heath retail shops and www.heathceramics.com.
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Jeffery Cross

Heath Ceramics’ winter collection heralds another season
in classic Bay Area design.

Helping you plan a lifetime
of extraordinary trips.
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Virtuoso

®

Getting you the most RETURN on LIFE™.
Just as your financial advisor ensures your return on investment, your Virtuoso® travel advisor ensures
your RETURN on LIFE™. From weekend getaways to longer vacations, they collaborate with you on all of your
travel dreams. Because it’s not about one trip of a lifetime, it’s about a lifetime of extraordinary trips.
If you do not currently have a travel advisor, but are interested in learning more about
the advantages of being a Virtuoso traveler, please contact us today at (800) 401-4274
or (817) 870-0300 outside of the U.S. or email us at travel@virtuoso.com.

www.virtuoso.com

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

As always, thank you for referring your friends and family.
A Virtuoso travel advisor aims to serve all your travel needs, and then pleasantly
surprises you by going well beyond them. And, as a client of a Virtuoso travel advisor,
you are entitled to these very Virtuoso travel perks:
®

• Customized Vacations – Designed with you and for you
• VIP Treatment – Upgrades and amenities
• Peace of Mind – Someone to count on 24/7

If you do not currently have a travel advisor, but are interested in speaking
to one, please, contact us today at (800) 401-4274 or travel@virtuoso.com.
Read about a Virtuoso traveler with
privileged global access on page 52.
The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

www.virtuoso.com/VLapps

